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URBAN CRniE POLICY 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 1978 

OONGRESS OF THE UNITED STA'fES, 
SUBCOl\IMI'l"l'EE ON ECONOllIIC GROWTH 

AND STABILIZATlON OF THE 
J OIN'f ECONOMIC OOMMITTEE, 

Washi'flgton, D.O. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 6226~ 

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyu Bentsen (chairman of the 
subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Bentsen, Javits, and Hu,tch, u,nd Representative 
Brown of Ohio. 

Also present: Louis O. Krauthoff II, assistu,nt director; Jack 
Albertine, Katie MacArthur, Debomh Norelli Matz, and George R. 
Tyler, professional staff members; Mark Borchelt, administmtive 
assistant; Oharles H. Bmdford, Stephen J. Entin, and Mark R. 
Policinski, minority professional stnff members. 

OPENING STATE:ilIENT OF SENATOR BENTSEN, OIIAIR:ilfAN 

Senator BEN'rSEN. This hearing will come to order. 
I would like to welcome you to this second day of hearings on urban 

policy. 
In March we considered the problem of structuml unemployment. 

Oertainly every sensitive and concerned human being is u.ppu,llecl at the 
staggering mte of unemployment among youths in our lllne!' cities. I 
think we pay a long-term price if we have young people who are told 
that society has no productive role for them to fill. I Imow of no more 
denigrating thing than for a young person to be told, there is no 
contribution you can make in this society. You can't have people 
living in an icebox or put them away on a shelf for 3 or 4 years. 

Such unemployment breeds despair and frustration, crime, and 
urban decay. It is a shameful waste of human resources in an em of 
human rights. It is a situation that cannot be allowed to continue. 

Today we will consider a second urban issue: Orime. We have with 
us a number of people with important and innovative ideas. 

Lynn Ourtishas written estensively on urban crime, und has a firm 
grasp of the interrelationships and complexities surrounding this issue. 
Lou Han'is w.ill examine public attitude!:; about urban crime, and what 
that may imply about future urban policy. 

We have two experienced and respected prosecutors, District 
Attorney Robert Morgenthau of N~w York, and Prosecuting Attorney 
George Smith of Oolumbus, Ohio. They have special expertise in 
urban justice, and have been particularly active in efforts to prosecute 
repeat offenders. 

(1) 



Unfortunately, Pro£. Sam Dash 0[' Georgetown Law CentN' cannot 
be with us today, due to illness, However, we are l)leased to hear of a 
meeting of police officials here in Washington. rrhey ore considering 
a number of issues related to urban crime. Chief Caron of Kansas 
City has been very active in this effort, and I would certainly be 
pleased if we could hear from him before the rooming is out. 

I believe we are seeing gl'owing support for a serious crime com
ponent in OU1' future ul'ban, . .&tI:u.tegy. .. Thcre is increasing recognition 
that urban life will not fully prosper until it is safe. Orime is a road
block in the path to urban prospetity. I woulddl'aw particular atten
tion to the material cited by MI'. Curtis, which suggcsts that the 
crime problem has been a major factor in the decision or a number of 
businesses and industries to leave cities. 

I believe this evidence is accurate. Crime ch'ives families, individuals, 
and businesses from OU!' cities. It poses an intolerable cost on those 
who remain. It -{orcos the elderly to live ,,,ith fear, the young to live 
with violence. And it is the poor who suffer the most .. 

I was talking to Pearl Baile~' not long ago and she said, It ought 
to he wh~l'e a little old lady can walk down the street swinging her 
purse agmn. 

Ever since peop'le first organized into political society, the protec
tion of life and hberty has been a foremost concern. Our citIes will 
grow again, our urban renaissance will begin in earnest, when we 
mnIte them attractive places to liYe. This is a national con.cern: 
Urban. industrial cities of the North, smaller cities in tlle West and 
Southwest, aU have a common concem about public safety. 

1 would hope today we will transcend narrow Yie,ypoints. 'rhis 
issue is not ideological, or political, or regional. 

Yet we must not overpromise. What's needed is sound and reasoned 
committment, not strident rhetoric, and not Draconian cures that 
may be worse than the disease. 

:B'ifty years ago, Felix Frankfurter and Roscoe Pound wrote nn 
analysis of crime in Cleveland, They concluded that fL small number 
of criminals commit a relatively large number of crimes. rrhey said 
that a system that allows this "is nothing short of an inducement to 
professional crime." , 

How right they were. If Justice Frankfurter were alive to testify 
today, pel:hups he would wonder why it took so long to 1born the 
lesson. 

Yet he would have to note that in recent years progress has been 
made. We have learned and improved. Innoyative iueas have come 
to the fore. 

Qne major 'affort is the career criminal programs, run with LEAA 
aSSIstance. These programs employ experIenced prosecutors and in
vestigators on cases involving repeatedly violent offenders. I notice 
that Mr. Smith points out that these prm,ecutions could prevent 
some 100,000 crimes from being committed, considering the rate at 
whicl~ repeat offendel:s . repeat th~ir offenses .. 1 ~m also encouraged 
that III 17 of the 22 CItIeS employmg career cl'lmmal programs, there 
was a 12.3-percent drop in the robbery rate in the FBI crime statistics 
for the first 3 months of this year. 

'l'hese are not mere numbers. This is violence not committed, 
people who are not hurt, communities that are not ravaged. 
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We can, and we should, devote the resources needed to close the 
revolving door of revolving-door justice. This will take increaHed 
criminal court capacity. It will take sentencing reforms to see that 
both the certainty and fairness of punishment is increased. It will 
take training programs to see that first offenders do not become career 
offenders.' 

We must also realize that if we desire to inc!l,rcerate people, we 
need places to put them that meet stanc1aTCls of human dignity and 
enhance, rather thl1ll. retard, the -possibilities for rehabilitation. We 
need sentencing alternatives to prlson, for those who should not be 
there in the fIrst place. 

r am preparinf!; legislation to help localitios in this effort. We must 
make justice an mtegral, not secondary, aspeot of urban policy. I was 
pleased to note that the President's Law Day speech included a 
concrete commitment to improve our system of justice. I h!Lve '.lrged 
him to make such a commitment, and I look forward to ena~ting 
such u plan. 

I beheve the evidence for the need of an urban crime initiative is 
{)ompelling. It should be a balance between the needs of law enforce
ment and the requirements of civil liberties. It should be acceptable 
to a brond segment of our public who share a commonality of concern. 

Throughout our.history, America's cities have served as centers of 
()reativity and commerce, as a haven of hope to muWtudes around the 
world. ",Ye need not be chauvinistic to believe that here in America 
we have a standard to live up to, a standard of equal justice and 
general 'welfare that must command our respect and OqlHlUy important, 
our resorces. . ' 

Our first witness will be Lynn Curtis, who serves as an urban 
adviser to Secretary Harris :~t Housing and Urban Development. 
He will be testifying as an e::-:periencecl and Imowledgen,ble profes
sional, in a personal capacity. r would hope that the witnesses could 
·l'eIl1,ain after their t~tatement8, so we could engage in a dinlog and 
onoon1'a$,e a diRcus~ion of the interrelatioD..<ihips between issues. 

Mr. curtis, we are pleased to have you. Pleas!) come forward. 
[Slight pause.] 
Senator BENTSEN. Apparently, Mr. Curtis is on the way. We will 

start with Chief of Police Norman Caron. 

STATEMENT OF NORMAN CARON, CHIEF OF POLICE, KANSAS 
mTY, MO. 

IvIr. CARON. For the purposes of the record, I am the chief of police 
of Kansas City, Mo. I am here today attending a meeting of the chiefs 
of the 30 citiesl)articipating in the integrated criminnl apprehension 
program, or IC P as it is commonly known, a major initlative of the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. . 

lCAP is a comprehensive program. It provides a method for inte
grating and diI'ectin~ police fIeld activities based. on crime analysis 
and structured. plrmnmg. It is geared toward focusing police resources 
on· crime and career criminals, then focusing prosecutors' resources 
on these individuals,. insuring that they are taken out of circulation. 
It to,kes two, forms. We have the community involvement progl'am, 
Sena,tol', that focuses in on crime prevention and community involve-
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ment on one level; and if you will use that term, it is a soft program 
that does attempt to reverse the flight from the inner cities that re
sults when there is too much crime. 

The hard program we have is where we do focus in on the criminal. 
We analyze crime data for patterns and trends. When we apprehend 
these career criminals, we deal closely with the prosecutor's office and 
the courts to eliminate the possibility of plea bargaining, and insure 
short, vigorous prosecution and ultimately incarceration. We believe 
that it is Important to get them out of circulation so that they no lon~er 
can prey on the comnl1111ity. We feel that the rOAP program, wIuch 
is funded through LEAA, is one of the more successful programs that 
has come out in many, many years. We are totally supportive of it. 

Senator BENTSEN. Did you have a prepared statement, also? 
Mr. OARON. No. 
Senator BENTSEN. Do your numbers show that a very substantial 

number of the major crimes are committed by a relatively few in 
number? 

Mr. OARON. Yes. As we began to develop and analyze crime data, 
it became apparent that we l1ad the career professional, holdup men 
and burglars raising havoc with our communities. And these are the 
ones doing the most harm. 

We just had a triple homicide that was a result of a holdup. When 
we apprehended the man, he had two prior convictions. He was out 
on plI:role for a third offense and had a long history of serious criminal 
actlvIty. 

r think you will find the same story throughout the country. Every 
city has this same type of people 'w'ho are very active criminals. We 
recognize that there are those who belong in a program for first of
fenciers, for example, the young teenager ,vho may bl:eak into a service 
station. He can be put into the first offender f.rogram. The one that is 
really causing problems is the career crimina. 

The rOAP program is focusing in on the urban crime problem. I am 
convinced that it is the beginnmg of the solution . 
. Sena~or BENTSEN. Oan you give us more detail on the implementa

tIon of It? 
Mr. OARON. We have been into rOAP in Kansas Oity for 2}6 to 3 

years. What we have done in one patrol division in our city is to begin 
to identify some of the high crime areas. We have begun to prioritize 
calls. We have found, for example, that many of our calls for service 
are the type of calls that can be handled over the phone. So we are 
beginning to harbor our resources and focus in on areas where there 
is a high incident of crime and to focus in on the people who we feel 
are gmlty of these crimes. 

Once we have apnrehended them, we can take them to the prose
cutor. "Ye have alerted the prosecutor's office who does work with us 
and who is involved in our program. There is an agreement by the 
prosecutor that there will be no plea bargaining on this subject, that 
when the defense attorney appears, rather than plea bargainin~, the 
prosecutor will commit him to a trial by jury and seek a maXlmum 
punishment for this particular culprit.. This in keeping with concepts 
mherent in LEANs career criminal program, which I'm sure you're 
familiar with, Senator. 

lOAP has worked vel'Y well. We ha.ve had a very high rate of crime 
reduction in every category in Kansas Oity. We have had reduction 
of 15 to 18 percent. We like to think it is attributable to this program. 
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Senator BENTSEN. Is that because of incarceration or punishment 
or what? 

Mr. OARON. Yes; the caroer criminals are being triod and convicted 
and committed to State institutions and taken out of circulation. 

Senator BEN'l'SEN. They understand that this kind of program is 
underway? 

Mr. OARON. Yes. . 
Senator BEN'l'SEN. Do you think that has been a deterrent? 
Mr. CARON. Yes, I do. I genuinely believe that once they recognize 

that they can no longer go through life plea bargaining or walking 
out and going back to their criminal activities that they will fmel 
another location 01' they will find another means of getting by. 

Senator BENTSEN. Do you think that the repeaters, tho hardened 
criminals, the man that does it time and time agmn, gives some thought 
of the possibility of punishment and tho certainty of punhllllllE'nt, or 
the lack of punishment, or tho fact that he can stay out on bail, that 
the punishment will be li~ht? 

Mr. OARON. I don't thmk therp is any question. For example, out 
of every 100 arrested for a crime, perhaps 4 will end up in the peni
tential;Y. So the odds are in their favor. They are very candid about 
talking about it. It really has no relationship to hardship. It is just 
a means of hosing an easy life without too much effort. l\fany are 
supporting a drug habit. They have just chosen this career as a means 
of their livelihood. They are very successful. 

Senator BEN'l'SEN. What have you heard them say that loads you 
to believe that? 

Mr. CARON. '1'he1'e is a very strange dialog between police and the 
criminal. We have had a recent STING operation in Kanpas Oity 
that has been extremely successful where we have videotaped con
versations. 

Senator BENTSEN. What is a STING operation? 
Mr. OARON. STING or antifencing operl1tions are undercover oper

ations, funded by LEAA, in which the police act as fences in oreler to 
penetrate the stolen property distribution system. UncleI' the guise 
of fences, a buyer and seller of stolen property, we had interesting 
contacts with many career cl'iminn.ls, Senator. Our operation was 
very successful, both in terms of arrests and information. 

'Ve had these thieves on vi(leotape and camel'll,. They were very 
candid in their conversations WIth the police fence-how they were 
getting the money to go out ancl buy a new car, or buy their girl
friends more clothes, or support a drug habit. The STIN G operation 
focused primo,rily on the career criminal. In the many indictments 
we obtained, many were career criminals, had many arrests and were 
coming back on many occasions. We have had several of those people 
that appeared before this STING operation to sell their stolen 
property. 

Senator BENTSEN. What have you done by way of improving the 
arrest procedures of the police? 

Mr. OARON. We have improved our patrol tactics. We have begun 
to recogniz!} throu~h crime analysis that crime occurs at certain times 
of the day and rught. We have modified our patrol. We have put 
officers in unmarked vehicles. We have solicited the cooperation of the 
communities through coopero.tive interaction programs which have 

31-M7-78-2 
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proven successful. Most importontly, ,ve have focused in, as I said 
earlier, on the more serious types of crime and criminals. 

Senator BEN'rsEN. Ohief, we n.re pleased to havo you. 
Mr. CARON. Thank you. 
Sona,tor. BENTSEN. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Ourtis, you may proceed. 

STATEMENT OF LYNN A. CURTIS, URBAN POLICY ADVISER TO THE 
SECRETARY, HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

Mr. OUR/rIs. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the 
subcommittee today. 

At the outset, I would like to make clear that I am submitting this 
testimony as a private citizen and professional in the field and not in 
the capacity: of Urban Policy Adviser to Patricia Roberts Harris, 
Secretary of Housing and Urb[1,ll Development. 

The prepn.red statement that I have submitted is quite long. Con
sequently, I would like to very briefly summarize just 10 points .. 
Ten o1ways seems to be a good number. Then I will be happy to 
respond to any questions that you and the subcommittee may haye. 

First: As we all know, reported major crime has risen dramatically 
over the last two decades in the United States. 

Second: Fear of crime is the No. 1 concern of American citizens. 
It is an even greater concern among most people than unemployment 
or inflation. The polls I have used to support this are by Mr. Gallup. 
I hope IVIr. Harris doesn't mind, but his surveys have genel'lllly 
borne out the same truth. 

Third: A 1l1rge part of crime is committed by repeaters, not by 
one-time offenders. Generally, the less serious the crime, the greater 
the chance that an offender will repeat. Thus, a higher proportion of 
burglary than homicide involves repen.ters. 

Seno.tor BENTSEN. Let me ho.ve tho.t o.gain. Would you repeo.t tho.t 
o.gain? 

MI'. OURTIS. Generally, the less serious the crime, the greater the 
cho.nce tho.t an offender will repeo.t. For example, burglo.ry more often 
involves n. repeo.ter tho.n homicide. 

FOlU'th: Orime o.nd fear of crime leads to neighborhood deterioration 
ond abo.ndonment. It is conventionally held that the physico.l dete
rioro.tion of l'esidentio.l neighborhoods, disinvestment, housing o.bandon
ment, blockbusting, n.nd the like, encourage crime. But the causal 
pn.ttern works the other way, us well. Crime leads to deterioration. 
This meo.ns tho.t o.n anticrime policy o.lso is 0. residentio.l rehabilito.tion 
policy tho.t co.n reverse populo.tion out-movement I1nd the loss of 
urban to.x bo.ses. 

For business out movement, o.s for l'esidentio.l out-movement, the 
misperception is tho.t crime is only a secondn.ry co.use, or perho.ps the 
straw tho.t breo.ks the co.mel's bo.ck. Popular belief holds that the 
main co.uses of industrio.l flight o.re high taxes, poor municipal serv
ices, and difficulties in recruiting and keeping a. skilled 10.bor force. 
But, ugo.in, the reo.lity is that crime o.ppeo.rs to be as impol'tant o.s the 
other interrelo.ted causes, according to available evidence. 

Fifth: In my estimo.tion, the underlying explano.tions of crime n.re 
economic o.nd socio.l. When lack of opportunity, poverty, dilapiclo.ted 
housing, high unemployment, poor educo.tion, overp<?pulation, and 
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broken homes are combined, an interrelated matrix of powerful 
criminogenic forces is produced. 

Sixth: Poverty defined as relative deprivation then has not neces
sarily declined: over the period when urban crime has risen. That is, 
the relative income of blacks compared to whites has remained the 
same over recent years-despite absolute advances in income by both 
groups. 

Seventh: The most fashionable current school of thought on anti
crime policy is based on deterrence. The idea is to make the criminal 
justice system more efficient and to "harden targets'!' Yet much of 
the evidence on the effectiveness of deterrence is either based on 
untested assumptions or involves generalizations made from limited 
statistics. 

The net impact of this philosophy is to provide intellectual ration
alizlttion for the continued Vietnamization of the criminal justice 
system-more men, more equipment, more incursions, swift and sure 
punishment to deter a nonwlnte enemy whose psychology the white 
power brokers of this Nation presume to understand. This overall 
tone is not walTanted by the facts at hand, nor the canons of scientific 
inference, nor, RerlulR,s most important, by the realities of ghetto, 
street, and gang life. 1'here are no assurances that a strategy of deter
rence will be more successful than a strategy that also addresses some 
of the causes of the crime. 

Eighth: There appears to be a com;iderable consensus over doing 
something about the small group of repeaters which I have described 
as associated with so mnch crime. The safety of the population, 
especially the minority poor whose victimization rates are tho highest, 
demands swift and sure handling of repeaters by the criminal jl1stice 
system. Thi::l is why I embrace your interset in the career criminals 
program of LE..:L\' But, evon here, many questions rC'main unan
swered nnd costs hlw(' not beon compared to benefits. To keep re
peaters oif the street is not necessarily to deter others from committing 
crime. I have gone into thit-l in mOl'0 d0tail in my prepared statement,. 

Ninth: I\fy own broad bllsed criminnl policy for the future has 
t\yO components. TVe must protect the population through more ef
ficient administration of justice, but it nlso is lleCeSSal'y to I'educe 
inequities and rehabilitate our cities. 

My pl'C'parctl statement examines some specific ways to implement 
those two componentt-l-for example, in public housing, where so much 
crime occurs. Simultaneously, I ahm believe thu,t a Job::; progrnm, is 
cost-eIrcctive ns an t),nticrime program. '1'here is a relationship between 
mOl'e unemployment and more crime. Tal'getingis a prindpal theme of 
of the Cal'tC'r adpIinistration's urban policy. If ~abor llULl·~{Ct supply 
demnnd can be Imked on a broad enough scale, m a creative enough 
way, to help the most desperate people'in the critical places, then nn 
impact can be mnde on Cflme. . 

Tenth and finally: IVly balllnco of both cl'iminul justice and social 
l'eform components has been t-lupported by national public opinion 
polls-which I hllve c1ocnmento<l in my prepared statement. 'That 
concludes the statement I wish to make at this point. 

[The prepared statmnent of Mr. Curtis follows:] 

....... - ---------------------------



PREI'ARED STA'l'EMENT OF LYNN A. CURTIS 

Ul'bm~ Redevelopment and Crime Prevention 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKI,TCII 

Lynn A. Curtis is Urban Policy Advisor to Patricia Roberts Harris, l3ecretal'Y of 
Housing and Urban Development. 

He formerly WllS Research Associate at the Bureau of Social Scieno[\ Rl'search, 
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Nationnl InstitulA3 of :\ientul Healt" -the Exploratory Project, on Scxuru Assnult 
Outcomes and the Nn,tional Alternative Inner City Futures Project. 

Dr. Curtis' books inclmle Crimes of Violence (Task Force Report on Individual 
Acts of Violence, National Commission on the Cnnses and Pl'evention of Violencl' 
G.P.O. 1970, ('o-author), Criminal Violence: National Patterns and Behavior 
(D,C. t!euth-Lexington Books, 1974), Violence, Race and Cultttre (D,C, Hl'ath
Lexington Books, 1975) and The Future of the Inner City (Forthcoming, 1970), 

He rl'el'ived the A.B, from Harvard University in 19G5, the 1VL~(), from the 
University of London in 1967 and the Ph.D, frolll the University of Pennsylvaniu 
in 1972, 

INTRODUCTION 

I appreciate the opportunity to appenr befor(\ the Subrommittce today, At the 
outset, I would like to make ('leal' that I am submitting this tl'stimony as a private 
citizen nnd professional in the fielcl-and not in the capacity of Urhan Policy 
Advisor to Patl'iria Rolwrts Harris, Secretary of Housing unci Urban Development. 

My tl'stimony will lay out Romc of the snJiellt fncts of crime in Amedea, briefly 
review the kincls of explanations I find helpful, nnd consider thc implications fol' 
futU1'e policy which logically may follow. 

By "('rimel/ I will mean the seven offenses judged most sel'ious by the p,n,I.
criminal homicide, aggl'Uvated assault, forcible rapc, robhery) burglary, nuto theft 
nnel lal'('eny. At times, it will help to be specific allout the crime or crimes I am 
talking nhout, 

FACTS 

For the purposes of the Suhcommittrc as I undt'rstancl them, and to anchor thl' 
explanatory and policy statements I wiRh to make, the following realities should 
be kept in mind: 

Reported major crime has risen dramatically Ol'er the last two decades in the United 
States-It is primal'il3' It phenomenon of large cities, is dillpl'oportionntrly com
mitted by young minorit3' mall'S, and iii dirmroportionately concrntratl?d in 
ghl?tto-slum, inner city, and barrio neighbol'hoodR,1 

Fear of cl'ime is the 'numbel' one concem of American citizens-In 1970, n Gallup 
Poll found that the issue nbout which Aml'ricans WNt' most concerned WIlS "Cl'imn 
in this country," It wns ranked high!'!' tlllln even a concern with inflation ai' 
unemployment. Similnrl)T, the rl'~idl'nts of Ilther assisted hou~ing hnve indicated 
that pC'rsonal security at home is thl'ir numbl?r one concern, It has moved ahead 
of food, clothing, emploYment, and hNtlth,Z 

11 lm'ge pal't of crime ~s committed by I'e'pea/ers, 110t by one-timB offenders-Whl'n 
all offenders are compnrl'd, the numhl'r of. hnrd-col'o reppaters is small l'l'lative to 
the nmnbl'r of one-time offenders, Yet the form('t' group has a much higher l'nto 
of violence nnd inflicts con~idel'nbly mol'O serious injury. Gl'nernlly, the ll's~ 
serious the crime, the greatr!' the chance that an oifcndl'l' will repl'nt, Thus, I), 

higlwr pm'portion of burglary than homlcido involvl's l'epeaters,3 
Crime and fear oj crime leads to neinhbol'hoorl deterioration and abandonment-

The three preceding points url' widely lmown, But tho preSl'llt 01lC', while l'quaBy 
imnortant, is IN1S understood, und so cJei'\erves 80ml' discussion here, 

It is conventionally held that the physical detC'l'ioration of l'C'sidential nrighhor
hoods, disinvestment, housing abandonm('nt, block busting, and thl' ikl' en
courage crime, But the casual pattern works the other wny us well: crimC' leads to 
detE'riol'ntion. This menns that an anti-crime policy also is n rl'8idrntinl rehabilitn
tion policy that call l'l?verse populotion outmovrment and losscs of urball tnx 
busl's. There is con'lidel'Uble supporting evidence. Fot' example: 

I F,n,l. (1077l, Mulvihill ntu\ 'l'llmln with Curtis (lOGO), U,S, Department of Justlco (107S). 
2 u,s. n~nar(m"nt of JU5f!~e (1078). 
8 Mulvihill and Tumln with CurUs (10"0) lind Wolfgang, Figlio and S~lIln (1072), 
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New York CitY'1:! population lo~s of 442,000 since 1970 has brE'n attributed to 

crimr, among scveml IE'ading factors. The murdrring of 8 doctors in Brooklyn 
over the hlst G years is ilriving away both young physicians and old('I' prnctioners, 
nccording to a recent reIl'lrt; 4 

Tho failurc of Atlanta'rs Model Cities progrnm hns been related to increased 
crime and a consequent large outmovE'ment of reSidents; 6 

The explosivc populntion growth in the Sunbelt states has been nssociated 
with lower crime, lower tax('s, better climates nnd lowor costs of living compared 
to tIl(> Snowbelt; 0 and 

Thc !'Ush of people to California has Slowed, nccording to analysts, because of 
high crime, high unemployment, low housing construction, urban sprawl and 
environmentnl pollution.? 

For business outmovement, as for residentinl out movement, the misperceptioll 
is that crime is only a secondary causE', or perhaps the straw that breaks the camel's 
back. Poplllnr bE'licf holds that the main causes of industrial flight nre high taxes, 
poor municipal services, and difficulties in reCluiting and keeping a skilled labor 
force. But, again, the reality is that crime appears to be as important as the other 
intel'l'elatecl causes, according to available evidence. For example: 

The 19781'rport 011 "Large Corporations and Urban Employment" by CongJ'ess
man Reuss' Subcommittee on the City concluded that crime was a major reason 
for relocation. "Many respondents expressed concern for personal safety of em
ployees anc) the higher costs for additional plant security measures." The senior 
vice presid<>nt of Procter & Gamble cited "terrorism" in the cities as a reason for 
moving out; 8 

A report concluded that many major supermarkets left Washington, D.C. 
innE'r-city neighborhoods for the suburbs in 1977 and earlier years because of 
crime, shifts in shopping habits, increased reliance on the automobile, and chang
ing_ economics of the business; 0 

In 197G, a national study by the Conference Board cited crime as one of the 
fivc most crucial factors behind manufacturing relocation away from central 
cities; 10 and 

Interviews dUI'ing 1975 with over 1000 chief manufacturing executives in 
Chicago found that fear for personal safety and security considerations were 
among the primary considerations behind investment and relocation clecisions.11 

Not only cloes crime result in residential and business olltmovement, but the 
population and manllfactUl'ing departures fred on one another in further accelerat
ing abandonment and encouraging deterioration. 

EXPLANATIONS 12 

Although I am perhaps bm'dering perilously close to oversimplification, I 
believe that the myriad ways in which these ancl other facts have been interpreted 
can be reduced to biological, psychological, economic and SOCiological explana
tions in an attempt to understand urban crime. 
Biological and psychological explanations 

Is there something in an individual's biological and genetic makeup that ean 
explain his criminal and violent behavior? Although there are differences among 
age, sex, and racial groups in the tendency to violent behavior, there is no evidence 
to link these vmiations to genetic or biological differen('es. 

Man hus the capacity for aggression, but evidence tlll!t he is innately aggressive 
has not been persuasive. Whatever the capabilities of an individual-wheth(,r he 
is intelligent or feebl<>minded, suffers brain damage Or chromosomal abnor
malities-the likelihood that she or he will turn to either criminal or non-criminal 
behavior depends not so much on these characteristics as upon the environment 
and the kinds of social interaction experienced. 

j Tho Now York Times (1077). 
I Tho Washington Post (1078). 
, Time Magazlno (070). 
I U.S. Nows and World Uoport (1075). 
8 Subcommittee on the City (1078) and Reinhold (1078). 
i lIoover and Vernon (1970). 
10 'l'he WashIngton Post (11178). 
II Economlo Development Commission oC Chicago (1077). 
12 Unless noted otherwise, this section Is based on CurUn (1075), Curtis (1077). Congressional Rrcord 

(i977), Mulvihill and Tum!n with Curtis (1969), Notional COllunlssion on the Causes and l'revonlloll of 
Volence (1060), and Wolfgang (1060). 
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Biological and psychological factors can be said to account by themselves for 
a relatively small proportion of criminal violent behavior. One must, accordingly, 
more carefully consider the extel11al influences that help create personalities with 
differcnt capltcities for violence and different abilities for diverting aggression 
into socially acceptable channels. 
Economic and social explanat~'ons 

When lack of opportunity, poverty, dilapidated housing, high unemployment, 
poor education, over-population, and broken homes are combined, an inter
related matrix of powerful criminogenic forces is produced. 

Mix in the great emphasiS on achievement in our (male-oriented) culture, 
especially as measured in material terms. There is pressure to desire goods and 
services, to feel successful if one obtains them, and to feel unsuccessful if one does 
not. The network of mass communications spreads a culture of consumer desires 
over a vast audience. Happiness, we are endlessly reminded, is obtai'lling and 
having things. 

}.fIost Americans operate on the premise that, in the race to materic.l success, 
llll men !tave an equal chance at the starting hue and that &1,lyone who falls 
behind hI'S only himself to blame. Yet not all are at the front of the pack, especially 
not thos{> who started far behind in the first place. And the race has different 
rules for different participants. 

There are many different ways of coping with the frustration of failure. Some 
take eolace in the fact that others are even fUrther behind. Some withdraw entirely 
from the race: alcohol, drugs, mental illness and suicide are avenues of escape. 
In the inner city, where the chances of success are less, many adopt illegal means 
in the effort to achieve their goals· of securing more money and higher status 
among their peers. 

To be a young, poor male; to be undereducated and without means of escape 
from an oppressive urban environment; to want what the society claims is avail
able (but mostly t(l others); to see around oneself illegitimate and often violent 
methods being used to achieve material success; and to observe others using these 
means with impunity-all this is to be burdened with an enormous set of influences 
that pull many toward crime and delinquency. 

To also be a black, Mexican-American or Puerto Rican and subject to discrimina
tion lldds a critical underlying element to the web of causation. The racism we see 
today is more :Jubtle than in the past, hut it remains powerful, pervasive. Institu
tion01 racism is psrhftps best seen in selective job hiring, firing and promotion and 
in real estate practices that assure segregated, overcrowded and overpriced 
housing. 

One noted observer, writing on life in the ill-fated Pruitt-Igo public housing 
project of St. LOUiS, summarized the relationship between white racism and 
minority violence this way: la 

"White cupidity creates structural conditions highly inimical to social adaption 
to which nonwhite minorities adapt social and personal responses which serve to 
sustain the individual in his punishing world but which also generate aggressivl'k 
ness toward the self and others which results in suffering directly inflicted by non
white minorities on themselves and on others." 

Believing they have no stake in the system, some young ghetto men see little to 
gain by playing according to society's rules and little to loose by not. 

'1'he step to acquisitive violence is not great, for in an effort to obtain material 
goods and services beyond those available by legitimate means, lower-class per
sons without work skills and education resort to cdmes for which force or threat of 
force has a functional utility. This is especially so for robbery, the principal street 
crime. At the street level and given the alternatives, even a robbery involving high 
risk'may make sense-even though it may be "irrational" in Rand Corporation 
cost-benefit tenns. 

Just as theft is one of the more viable available ways of achieving masculine 
ouccess, however transitory, so physical toughness is one means of traditional 
masculine expression that is less blocked to minority,youths by the white male 
dominated mainstream society than other expressions. One black scholar has 
written: 14 

"Being t\ man means more than being a male biologically speaking. It means 
being able to take care of one's family, being looked up to as a man among men, 
and being respected by one's children and spouse, because he is head of the house
hold. Few black men, bccause of their economic disenfranchisement in the country, 

1. Rnlllwnter (1070). I have slightly modified Rainwater's paradigm. 
14 Yontl'css (1071). 
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have been able to assume [such a] masculine role. This fact helps to explain whr, 
so many black men exaggerate the most obvious, external signs of masculinity. ' 

Street corner toughnestl and the perception of a wide range of situations justify
ing violent responses: these behaviors and attitudes help explain the kinds of 
motives most frequently recorded in homicides and assaults in the inner city or 
barrio. An altercation with overtones threatening a young man's masculinity, a 
misunderstanding between husband and wife, competition for a sexual partner, 
the need to get hold of a few dollars-these "trivial" events can readily elicit 
a violent response in an environment which allows easy access to weapons by 
some who may accept violence as a norm. 

If the poor, young minority male is conditioned in the ways of violence by his 
immediate environment, he also is under the influence of many forces from the 
mainstream American culture. The frequency of violent themes in the media 
tends to foster permissiva attitudes toward violence. Much the same can be said 
about guns in A:merkan society. The highest gun-to-population ratio in the world, 
the glorification of guns in our culture, and the television and movie displays of 
guns by heroes surely contribute to the scope and extent of urban violence. 

Taking all the foregoing into account, perhaps we should marvel that there is not 
more crime and violence in the cities of our nation. 
"Improved conditions" and relative deprivation 

If the conditions of life for inner-city populations are responsible for the sharp 
difference in reports of crime rates between these populations and other groups in 
our society, there remains a puzzling paradox to be considered: Why have reported 
urban violent crime mtes increased substantially during the past two decades 
when the conditions that are supposed to cause violent crime have not worsened
have indeed, generally improved? 

One important answer to this question is that conditions have not. really 
improved for the minority youth disproportionately associated with violence and 
street crime. 

Figures from the Bureau of Labor Stntistics and the National Urban League 
show thnt the level of unemployment for black teenagers has incrensed over the 
period when the crime committed by so many of them has also increased. In the 
absence of programs that better address their needs, these youths can be regarded 
as part of a secondary labor class, with little chance of escaping perpetual jobless
ness or gaining more than low-pnying jobs that lack security or chauces of ad
vancement. In 1976, government-estimated unemployment for black teenagers 
was 40 percent; the Nntional Urban League estimate was over 60 percent. 

I'm certain that this Subcommittee is well aware of the relationship between 
unemployment and crime as brought out by Representa.tive Conyers' recent 
hearings for his Subcommittee on Crime of the House Judiriary Qommittee. 
Among others, Professor Harvey Brenner of Johns Hopkins described how his 
recent national study for the Joint Economic Committee found that increases in 
the unemployment rate appear systematically to precede increases in the rate of 
criminal· aggression. IS 

The importance of unemployment aside, any discussion of "improved con
ditions" for minorities over the years when reported violent crime rates hnve risen 
should distinguish between absolute improvements [.nd improvements relative 
to whites. 

For example, the absolute level of black income has indeed risen over the last 
two decades. But there has been no change in the !nrge gap between black and 
white incomes-the relative standing of blacks on the income !ndder compared to 
whites. Thus, U.S. Census figures show that, whereas black income rose from 58 

. percent of white income in 1964 to 61 percent in 1969, it fell back to 58 percent 
by 1974. Although the percentage of persons below the poverty line has dropped 
since 1959, it has dropped more for poor whites than poor nonwhites. Nonwhites, 
who compose about 12 percent of the population, made up 28 pen'ent of the poor 
in 1959 but percent in 1972. During this time, inflation reduced the real incomes 
of black ghetto dwellers proportionately more than white suburbanites. 

All of this is important if, as many believe, poverty is perceived not only 
ahsolutely, but nlso in terms of relative deprivation .. Does a poor black youth in 
Harlem rejoice in periodic increases of the minimum wage (foJ'deac1end.jobs) .. and 
think how much better off he is than his brother in Soweto? Or does he also com-

o 'pare his experience to the rich older white man on Park Avenue? 
. Poverty defined as relative deprivation, then, has not necessarily declined over 

the period when urban crime has risen. . . .: ., 
16 Brenner (1976). J' : 
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POLICY 

No explanations cover more than a part of the complex phenompnon called 
crime. I have chosen those perspectives whi<:h, in my view, account for more of 
the behavioral variations than other perspectives among the populations which 
are disproportionately associated with criminal homicide, assault, rape, robbery, 
burglU1·y, auto theft and larceny during this particular stage of our history.l6 

What policy implications follow? I believe that deterrence policies must be 
critically received; that, with Significant qualifications, special programs against 
repeaters need to be expanded i and that the overall government strategy should 
bnlrmce more efficiency in the administration of justice with more social equality 
and a better integration of crime prevention and urban redevelopment. 
Deterrence 

Perhaps the most popular current school of thought on urban anti-crime policy 
is based on deterrence. Those who argue for deterrence as the major strategy 
against crime make the critical assumption that offenders act "rationally," and so 
will reconsider potential crime if its costs are raised sufficiently. One conservative 
criminologist asserts that, "If the expected cost of orime goes up without a cor
responding incre&se in the expected benefits, then the would-be criminal-unless 
he or she is among that small fraction of criminals who are utterly irrational
engages in less crime." 11 

Yet, at least for homicide, assault, rape and l"Obbery, carefully planned and 
calculated crime probably is the exception rather than the rule. The least planned 
violent crimes arc homicide and assualt, followed by rape and then robbery. 
Even in robbery, however, there are public misconceptions about the degree of 
cost-benefit calculation prior to the crime. Almost all stUdies of robber~r dis
tinguish between more and less sophisticated kinds of robbers. The sophisticat('d 
professionals act more rationally, plan carefully, usually rob institiutions or pl:!r
sons who obviously have money, tend to be older, and carry firearms as a threat
but rarely use them. The less sophisticated and unprofessional robbers (who 
appear to be in the majority among robbers) act in much less planned and more 
often ostensibly random ways, not uncommonly rob persons who do not have 
money but will fight back, usually are younger, and tend not to carry weapons-
but use phYSical force and inflict 'injury more often.lS • 

A continuum of "rational" to "irrational" behavior, especially as measured by 
a remote white int(111ectual calculus, does not really capture the events, precirJi
tants, motives, ptn·ceptions and decisious underlying a great deal of homicide, 
assault, rape JlIld robbery by poor young minority males. This way of thinking has 
only limited relevance to real-world street values and ghetto life experiences. A 
random, poorly planned, violent street ripoff that is illogical to a conservative 
criminologist may not be felt as much of a risk to a heroin addict or to someone 
who feels that he has little to lose and the acceptance of gang co-members to gain. 

To be sure, there are studies by economists that show a statistically significant 
but weak negative association botween certainty and severity of punishment on the 
one hand and violent and property crime rates on the other. To a limited but 
statistically significant degree, more punishment is associated with less crime and 
less punishment with more crime. Yet, as my colleague Alfred Blumstein has 
warned, this situation does not necessarily prove that punishment deters crime. 
An equally plausible inference is that crime deters punishment. That is, the 
findings can be interpreted as saying that more crime overwhelms the police, 
the courts, and the prisons, malting it less likely that criminals will be caught 
and mailed.l 9 

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency has reviewed research on the 
deterrent effects of criminal penalties. For every report indicating some deterrent 
effect, there were at least two that did not. This observation is not to argue that 
the criminal justice system is totally ineffective on certain offenders in certain 
crimes and situations. Any doubter need only observe the increase in crime during 
police strikes and slowdowns. The point is that, from what is known, we cannot 
confidently predict that more severe and more certain punishment will make 
much of a difference on violent crime rates.20 

,. Consldernbly more needs to be said about the behaviornl dynamics that encompass each 
of these seven acts, For example, my brief remarks have not been able to dctal! the proc-
c~s~s of forclbl(> rupe. This Is done In Curtis (1074) and Curtis (1975). . 

"Wl!son (1972). 
18 Curtis (1975). 
3D Curtis (1977). 
"" Curtis (1977). 
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I\,fore generally, much of the work on deterrence is cither based on untested 
assumptions or invalid generalizations made from limited statistics. 

The net impact of this philosophy is to provide intellectual rationalization for 
the continued Vietnamization of the criminal justice system-more men, more 
equipment, more incursions, swift and sure punishment to deter a nonwhite 
enemy whose psychology the white power brokers of this nation presume to under
stand. This overall tone is not warranted by the facts at hand, nor t,he canons of 
scientific inference, nor-perhaps most important-bv the realities of ghetto 
street and gang life. 

The age structure of the population 
Those who argue for deterrence as the major anti-crime strategy also often 

point out that part of the dramatic increase in reported crime since the 1950's is 
due to an extraordinarily high proportion of the population being in high-crime 
years over these decades. 

This is true. The highest crime years are roughly ages 14 to 24. In 1950, the 
ratio of persons 24 and over to persons 14-24 was 3 to 1. By 1970, the ratio had 
fallen to 2 to I-as post-World War II babies grew through their youth. One 
estimate is that perhaps 12 percent of the increase in arrests for violent crimes 
betwC'C'n 1950 ancl 1965 was due to the greater proportion of those aged 10-24 
in 196,;' compared to 1950.21 

The age 14 to 24 bulge is now reeecling, as these individuals become adults. 
But another expansion will take place in the 1990's, when the children produced 
by the post-World War II cohort become teenagers. 

The deterrence advocates believe that, during times with an age 14 to 24 bulge, 
there is little that policy makers can do but hold the line and take a law and 
orcll:'r posture. 

The trouble with this line of reasoning is that it often leaves out other important 
c1l:'mographic variables besides age--vadables which do allow for policy inter
vention. Race and class are the obvious examples. If, as I have argued above 
the cliRproportionate involvement of minorities in crime is related to race and 
income inequalities, then the government can work to make opportunity more 
equal. 
Repealers 

There does nppear to be considernble consensus over doing sOlilp.thing about 
the ~mall group of repeaters which I hnve described as associated with so much 
crimI:'. The safety of the population-especially the minority poor whose vict.imi
zation rates nre the highest-demandl: swift and sure handling of repeaters by 
thl criminal justice system. 

Even here, however, no one has worked out a comprehensive policy, many 
questions remain unanswered, and CCists have not been systematically compared 
to benefits. 

Do we keep these repeaters, a large proportion of whom are in their teens, locked 
up at least until after the age of 24, when their crime rates begin to lower-or do 
we perhaps follow the recommendation of one conservative criminologiBt and 
continue detention of certain offenders after completion of their prison terms? 22 
Might the removal of repeat offenders from the community merely create a 
vacuum, which successive new waves of repeaters will fill? Might such a policy 
simply shift criminal activity to other fields, less identified with repeaters? 

Even with swifter hnnclling of repeaters, some judges have hesitated to imprison 
them hecause it is well known that prisons are the best schools for crime, non
]'ehabilitative, under-financed and overcrowded. Nationwide, the average prison 
population stands at about 110 percent to 115 percent of capacity. It is 175 percent 
in some southern prisons. A judge in Alabama recently interpreted such conditions 
as cruel and unusual punishment in violation of prisoner's Eighth Amendment 
rights.23 

Are we prepared to significantly expand prison capacity? One estimate is that, 
if 2 in 10 convicted offenders were sent to prison instead of the present rate of 1 in 
10, up to $5 billion would be needed immediately to improve current conditions and 
to insure the housing, feeding and care of the new group. If crime rates continue to 
rise and if reforms that logically interface with prison expansion are carried out 
(such as expansion of court and prosecutor staffs and facilities), the cost of c"L'imiual 
justice reform is estimated at up to $15 billion. (Presently, the federal criminal 
justice agency, the Law Enforcement Assistance Aclministration, has an appropria-

2. Mulvlhlllnnd Tumln with Curtis. 
J!2 Vnu den Hnag (1975). 
"23 Chel1msky (1976). 
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tion of $700 to $800 million and, because of block grants, most of this money is 
outside of its control.)2' 

Such a course would also carry opportunity costs :25 
What is it likely to mean to our society to embark upon a course of prison build

ing? How likely it is that, once these prisions are built, we will be able to maintain 
enough empty cell space to guarantee a continued incarceration (deterrent) option 
to judges? How likely is it, on the contrary, that once these empty cells exist, they 
will tend to be filled, in response to, say, an increasingly punitive philosophy or to 
some bureaucratic incentive to :fill voids and justify appropriations? What alterna
tive investment expenditures will we need to forego in order to create a meaningful 
criminal justice deterrent, and what will this do to both short-term and long-term 
national priorities? 

Research is underway on some of these issues, and there are a growing number 
of programs against carrer criminals in cities throughout the nation. But there 
still are no assurances that the time and money needed to develop a strategy of 
deterrence and incapacitiation alone will be less than nor the success greater than a 
policy that Simultaneously addresses some of our major social ills and some of the 
determinants of crime. 
Criminal justice efficiency and social equality 

Even the 1967 Crime Commission, chaired by Nichols Katzenbach and focused 
on the criminal justice system, concluded that: 2G 

"W>1rring on poverty, inadequate housing and unemployment is warring on 
crime. A civil rights law is a law against crime. Money for schools is money against 
crime. Medical, psychiatric, and f(imily-counseling services are services against 
crime. More broadly and most importantly, every effort to improve life 
in America's inner cities is an effort against crime!' 

I believe that this balance between criminal justice and social reform is the 
wisest and, in the long run, the most cost-effective course. 

The spirit of the Kerncr Commission on urban disorders, the Douglas Com
mission on urban problems, and the Kaiser Commission on urban housing needs 
to be renewed. Let us acknowledge that thore are significant defects in the oper
ating institutions o~ American society; that th,,:::e defects place an unfair burden 
on the backs of the minority poor; that minority young people !1re not adequately 
incorporated into adult soci()tYi that the inequities need to be redressed; that 
changt's art' not likely to occur overnighti but that immediate and significant 
,movement can be initiated after the recent years of govt'rnment inaction. 

Let us be careful in Our expt'ctations and evaluate success in sensible ways. 
Crime cannot be "eliminated" in our complex society, but the rate of crime can 
be reduced. One realistic goal might be to lower through economic and social 
I'eforms nonwhite crime rates to levels more comparable to the crime rates of 
whites. 
Some examples of specifiC pol-icy for the juiure 

This is not the time nor placc to layout a point-hy point anti-crime pl'ogram
though mine would range from firearms contro1 27 and more creative services 

.. Chellmsky (1976) • 

.,; Chellmsk;sr (1076). 
'" National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence (1960). 
n My own work (Curtis 1974) has generated l\ number o{ arguments {or firearms control. 
One all'llment is b!lSed on tho conclusions, thM homicide lind assault arO Similar, except for final outcomo, 

lind that firearms are more frequent in killings but knives in attacks. The fatallty rate {or firearms attacks 
is approxlmatel}' five times as liigh as for knives. Thus, ua rough approximation would suggest that tbe use 
of Kriives instead of guns might cause four-fifths. or 80 percent fewer fatalities." Effectivo handgun control 
would not reduce the motivation or desirG to 1.-111, but it could necessitate the use of less efficient and more 
deadlYwCllpons. '1'hus, relatively lewer homicides and more aggravated assaultsIUight be expeoted to occur. 

A second nrgument is that guns predominato as tho weapon USed in armed robbery. There is avery reason 
to believe that the gun Is olten essential for tbe armed robber and that, without it, many would be unablo 
to produce the threat of force needed to carry out such a crime. In addition, the fatality rato for armed rob
beries involving firearms iE/approximately four tlme,.~as grClltas {or armed robberies Involving other weapons. 

Third, consider the common practice o{ keeping fireamlS in the home {or purposes of self-defenso. 'l'here 18 
an assumptfon here tbat II gEClIt deal of violence is by strangers intruding into the homo and that firearms 
are an emeiont defense. Yot criminal homioide, whilo afton occurring lit home, is not preoccupied with 
strangers. Aggnwllted assault hIlS proportionately more strangers, but it als(l occurs outside more often. 
Even {or thn rcilitively few homocldos nnd assaults whol'o strangers pelletrate a borne, existing eVidence 
indiclltos that tho elemont of sllrpriso substantially limits the effectiveness of personal defense. RobberY 
oceurs betwcQ1\ strangers most of the time. yet It mroly happens in tho home; e'l'en when It docs, the ~lement 
of SUrprise exists. Burglary has Il much higher inold~nce rate than the {our major Violent crimes, Is the most 
common type otlntruslon by a stmnger, and causes tho greatest property loss. Yet burglary rarely threatens 
the homeowner's life. 

Not only do tho facts show the limits of flrCllrDls as protective dovices, but they also suggest tlHlt guns 
arc often hazardous III the home. In the heat of an altercation, family quarrel, or lealous rage. guns stored lor 
protention a~alllst stmnllerscan bG used on {rlends and loved ones. Nor do£,s tho shooting need to becrltnitllll; 
a substantial number of the 23.000 annual firCllrms accidents In the country occur In the home. 

.. 
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for victims to expanded use of community development corporations and a national 
neighborhoods policy that also embraces the objectives of the civil rights move
ment. Yet, given what is known, there probably is no more cost-effective means 
of crime reduction in the long run than the provision of jobs integrated into 
careers. 

A guaranteed jobs pLogram sensitive to the structural urban unemployment of 
minority youth surely is a more effective and humane response to periodic bulges 
in the age 14-24 cohort than law and order holding actions. 

There are scale economics to be had if jobs for minority youths can be linked 
to the physical and soeial development of the inner city that nourishes so much 
crime. "Targeting" is a principal theme of the Carter Administration's urban 
policy. If labor market supply and demand can be linked on a broad enough 
scale, in a creative enough way, to help the most desperate people in the critical 
places, then an impact can be made on crime. 

This returns me to the necessity of integrating urban development policy and 
crime prevention policy. With its emphasis on a criminal justice system response 
to the problem of crime, the federal government may not have recognized the 
theme as much as is possible. 

Public housing, where so much crime occurs, may be one good place to begin 
integrating crime prevention, urban redevelopment, social reform and criminal 
justice initiatives. There is some reason to believe that all of the following elements 
may be useful to achieve success in reducing crime at anyone public housing site: 

PhY8ical de8~'gn and hardware improremenls. (E.g., lobby access controlj closed 
circuit t.v. monitors; better apartment locksj better lighting; and expansion of 
private space in which each tenant has a stake.) 

More tenant leader3hip, organization and participation. (E.g., tenant councilsj 
tenant screening; resident community service organizers; escorts for women, 
children and the elderlYj block watch teams; and volunteer foot patrols. 

Service Improvements. (E.g., child care; drug counseling; family counseling; 
child, wife and sexual abuse counseling; other crime victim counseling; crime 
insurance; andl'ecreational and cultural programs.) 

Increased employment for tenants. (E.g., as resident security guards; installers 
of security hardware; paraprofessionals in tenant servict's and orgunizational 
improvementsj crime insurance a~entsj and maintenance workers.) 

Improved manaqement and maMtenance. (E.g., through general upkeep and 
landscaping to improve the project's appearance and make it less institutional; 
property stencilling and registration to deter fencing; an arson control program; 
and a security director.) 

Improved support from the local criminal justice system. (E.g., through more 
patrols; team policing; a tenant-police relations program; and neighborhood 
housing dispute courts.) 

Similarly, to address the relationship between crime and business outmovement, 
I believe that an anti-crime and insurance component might be added to new 
incentives to retain or bring manufacturing and industry back to the central city. 
A final note, on public opinion 

And what does the public believe? 
A 1977 Gallup Poll showed urban Am<>ricans to be most concerned with crime 

and, secondly, with housing and slums. There is a connection in the minds of the 
citizens.28 When they were asked in {mother recent poll what to do about crime, 
the two most frequently mentioned responses were "cleaning up social and eco
nomic conditions in our slums and ghettos," on the one hand, and criminal justice 
strntegies, on the othcr.2o 

In probably the most comprehensive Gallup Poll on what the public thinks the 
federal government ought to be doing, the authors conclucled: 30 

"The priorities * * * tend to nt'gate the notion that the public has turned its 
back on the * * * social programs instituted first with the New Deal and con
tinued through the Great Society * * * The public indicated substantial willing
ness to spend tnx money to alleviate * * * many of the domestic problems 
facing the country." . 

It is not unwise for Members of Congress to listen to the people. Protect the 
popUlation through more efficient administration of justice, but reduoe inequities. 
and rehabilitate our cities through crime prevention as well as physical! 
construction. 

lIB McBride (1977). 
"Watts nnd Free (1074). 
30 Watts and Free (1976). 
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Senator BENTSEN. I am sorry r don't have a summary of your state
ment. I could have followed it better. 

Oan you elaborate on the material you have about business leaving 
cities and where crime has its influence in that regard? 

Mr. OURTIS. As r said, traditionally it has been thought that the 
reasons for business departures are economic-having to do with 
profit calculations, tax bases, and the like. 

But now we have some new evidence-for example, from the con
ference board in New York Oity, from Ohicago, and from Oongress
man Reuss' Subcommittee on the Oity. In these studies, there is more 
documentation on a number of interrelated factors that are respon
sible for business out-movement. The factors are not only economic, 
but social, as well. And one of those social factors seems to be crime 
and fear of crime. Businessmen talk of plant security and the need to 
hire a great many more guards. 

The vice president of Procter & Gamble suggested in Oongressman 
Reuss' survey that one reason why his company moved out was "ter
ror·ism in the city". I think that Oongressman Reuss has done a good 
job of documentmg such reasons. He wrote to the Fortune 500 and to 
lot of other industrial and manufacturing firms in the Nation. His 
subcommittee received specific responses to the question of why a 
firm chooses either to remain in or leave the city. 

Over011, there is not enough hard, scientific, quantitative, stati"ti
cal evidence on the exact reasons for business out-movement. But 
what seems to be emerging from the available studies is that crime is 
one of several important components. 

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Ourtis, I certainly agree with you on that 
part about there is some correlation between employment l1I1el crime. 
I believe that, particularly for young people, not to have anything to 
do and roaming the streets rather than being productively employed 
and goin~ home tired, ready for bleep, if those jobs were there instead 
of the high, almost unconscionable rate that we. have, particularly 
among mmority youth, that that would combat that problem. But I 
must say that I can't agree with you at all when you make the point 
that we can't confidently predict thitt more severe and more certain 
punishment will make much of a difference on violent crime rates. 

I just don't believe when you are talking about repeater criminals 
that the idea that you will hold out there an $8,000 job for a $20,000 
burglary, that there are more inducements for him not to repeat than 
the certainty of punishment and that you throw him in jail and take 
him to of CIrculation. That one I find rather difficult to accept. 
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Mr. OURTIS. I don't want to in any way criticize the need for the 
career criminal program. I think that targeting on repeaters is im
pOl'tant. I think it can go far in the direction of controlling crime. The 
point I was trying to make is that such criminal justice reform needs 
to be balanced by social and economic reform. And, one has to be very 
sensitive to the kinds of crimes one is talking about when discussing 
deterrent strategies. Orimes like burglary are more susceptible to de-
terrent stra~egies thll?- crimes like hOpllcide or rape. . 

If you lIDght perilllt me, I would lIke to quote from my testImony: 
Those who argue for deterrence as the major strategy against crime make the 

'Critical assumption that offenders art llrationally" and so will reconsider potential 
crime if its costs are raised suffiCiently. One conversative criminologist aSiierts 
that, "If the expected cost of crime goes up without a corresponding increase in 
the expected benefits, then the would-be criminal, unless he or she is mnong the 
·small fraction of criminals who are utterly irrational, engages in less crimc." 

That is a classic assumption. In my testimony, I respond in the 
!following way: 

Yet, at least for homicide, assault, rape and robbery, carefully planned and 
calculated crime probably is the exception rather than the rule. 'fhe least planned 
violent crimes are homicide and assault, followed by rape and then robbery. Even 
in robbery, however, there are public misconceptions about the degree of cost
benefit calculation prior to the crime. 

Almost all studies of robbery distinguish between more and less sophisticated 
'kinds of robbers. The sophisticated professionals act more rationally, plan care
fully, usually rob institutions or persons who obviously have money, tend to be 
-older, and carry firearms as a threat-but rarely use them. 

'The less sophisticated and unprofessional robbers, who appear to be in the 
majority among robbers, act in much less planned and more often ostensibly 
{random ways, not uncommonly rob persons who do not have money but will 
light back, usually are younger, and tend not to carry weapons-but use physical 
force and inflict injury more often. 

I think that one must be cautious about labeling behavior as 
"rational" versus "irrational." 

Senator BENTSEN. I can see a crime of passion done by one who is 
not a repeater. I think there is credence to that, but I really believe 
that when you are talking about the repeater, who is the most sophis
~ticated, that more thought is given to the question of the certainty of 
punishment. 

The chief was talking about his being in on conversations where the 
<offenders think that they can escape it. That factors into the decision. 
Those are often repeaters that do most of the crime. I just strongly 
,believe that the certainty of punishment is a strong deterrent. 

We have several witnesses here, and I would like to ask, if you can, 
-.that you stay and we can have an exchange of views later. 
tt. Mr. Harris, we would very much like to hear your views on public 
'opinion and how that affects criminal policy. 

STATEMENT OF LOUIS HARRIS, PRESIDENT, LOUIS HARRIS & 
ASSOCIATES, NEW YORK, N.Y. 

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Ohairman, as I understand it, you asked me here 
this morning to testify about some recent attitude studies our firm 
has conducted on the subject of public concerns about crime, partic
ularly as they relate to the cities. We recently had the privilege of 
conducting a massive survey of close to 8,000 adults nationally for 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development on attitudes 
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and behavior patterns as they relate to cities, suburbs, and small 
towns and rural areas. In addition, just within the past month we 
have completed another study for ABC news and for the Harris 
survey on the general area of crime among a cross-section of 1,493 
adults. I am largely drawing upon both studies for my report here 
today. 

There is no doubt that a pervasive concern about crime seriously 
besets peol)le in this country today, most of all those who live in the 
Nation's Clties. Nationwide, we found in our HUD study that when 
asktld to name the most serious problems facing their communities 
where they live, right at the top of the list, volunteered by 40 percent 
nationwide was crime. In the Clties, an even higher 45 percent singled 
out crime as their top commlmity problem. 

The crime issue in the cities came into even sharper focus in the 
HUD study when we asked people to rate on a four-part scale a 
whole host of specifics about the environment in which they live. 
While 81 percent of city dwellers rate their housing and apartments 
positively; the way they are accepted by others in their neighborhood, 
74 percent positive ; the neighborhood itself, 78 percent positive; the 
city as a place to live, 71 percent positive; available recreation and 
entertainment, 66 percent positive, and the beauty and attractiveness 
of where they live, 60 percent positive, in stark contrast, only 45 
percent of city residents were aole to say they could give a positive 
rating to the personal safety they enjoy. 'rhis last number on pel'sonal 
safety for the cities of 44 percent contrasts with 71 percent of respond
ents nationwide who rate their safety in a positive way. 

When we asked about the severity of specific problems people face, 
again we asked directly about crime. In the suburbs, 20 percent feel 
the problem of crime is severe and 15 percent share that feeling in the 
small towns and rural areas. But in the cities, 72 percent of city dwell
ers say their crime problem is severe. 

By any measure, a major cross which the cities have to bear today 
is a reputation among their own residents and among others that they 
are bemg inundated with crime. Indeed, when asked to choose between 
cities, suburbs, and small towns and rural areas on which one has the 
"most crime," 91 percent nationwide singled out the cities, compared 
with only 1 percent who picked the suburbs and 1 percent the small 
towns and rural places . 

. A.s our HUD study pointed up, crime is one of the major threshold 
problems perceived about cities, along with l I milfht add, Mr. Chair
man, serious problems in raising chIldren, mainly due to the poor 
condition of the public schools, and the fact that cities are viewed as 
the place where racial tensions are highest. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, if this were all I had to report to this com
mittee this morning on either the subject of crime or the subject of 
cities, then the outlook on both subjects could be bleak indeed. But 
it is not. In the HUD study, because this was the first such survey 
of this magnitude to be undertaken, all of our results do not have the 
benefit-of-trend lines. This is not the case with our data concerning 
public attitudes toward crime. 

Since 1967, we have regularly surveyed public perceptions of crime 
where people live. As you know, much of crime is real in the sense 
that it is now regularly measured by law enforcement agencies across 
the country, and central crime statistics are compiled by the FBI 
and the Department of Justice here in Washington. 
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However, much of the problem on crime is also psychological, as 
it is perceived, as it is felt by people. For, in a day when terrorism 
and violence sadly appear to be on the increase throughout the world, 
part of the tragic baggage which whole populations now carry with 
them in their daily lives is ·the won'y that each individual, no matter 
what his station, is not immune from their effect,s. Since 1967, we 
have lived with this pall of fear over our individual lives. 

Yet, in our latest survey undertaken for ABO television news and 
for the Harris survey, for once I am pleased to report some hearten
ing news about the state of mind of the American people on the sub
ject of crime and personal safety on the streets. Since 1967, we have 
asked J?eople if they felt the crime rate in their own home area ,,,as 
increasmg, decreasing, or remaining the same compared with the 
previous year. Back in 1967, nearly half, 46 percent nationwide 
reported the rate was increasing, only 4 percent decreasing, and 4:3 
percent remaining the same. By 1970, only 3 years later, a much 
higher 62 percent reported their local crime rate increasing. By 1975, 
the number who felt crime was increasing in their home area jumped 
aga,in to 70 percent, with only 3 percent who said it was deCl'easing 
and 24 percent remaining the same. 

Now just last mClUth, we asked the some ques·tion again, but this 
time there was a sharp drop in the number who fael crilne is increas
ing where they live. Nationwide, it has dropped from 70 percent to 
46 percent, wl.th 7 percent who say it is decreasing, and 42 percent 
remaining the same. 

Simply put, this means that apprehension in America over crime 
for the first time in a decacle ap:pears to be on the decline. It m(>uns, 
in turn, that the worry over crlme has apparently begun to recede 
some, perhaps a. reflection of the drop in all violent crimes except 
rape which have been reported by the FBI. 

There are some sha1:e differences, however, by different types of 
communities and by different regions of the country which ought to 
be noted. First, the place where residents report the 'lowest incl'ense in 
crime is rural America, where no more than 39 percent. say it hns in
creased over a yeal' ago. Next are the suburbs, with 42 percent report
ing an increase. Then come the cities with 51 percent of whose resi
dent!s tell us crime is still increasing there. However, the biggest sur
prise to me, by Iar the biggest increase is not reported from tIle cities, 
but by small towns, where 59 percent of the people say crime is on the 
rise .. In other w?rds, small towns now appear to be growing more 
worrlCd about crIme than any other part of the cOlmtry. 

On a regional basis, the lowest increase is reported in the East, 
with 39 pel'cent who say it has increased, followed by the Midwest at 
40 :percent. Then there is a big jump up to 54 percent in the South 
who say crime is on the rise there, with the West highest at 56 percent 
who report crime increasing. 

'rhus, if this perceived tl~end were to cont.inue, it would not be long 
before small towns in the South and in the West were the places 
wlwre people are most apprehensive about crime. 

TV' e also have asked a parallel question dealing with personal uncasi
:p.es!. on the streets where people live. We asked this question beginning 
ill J.966: "Compared to a year ago,~do you personally feel more unt'asy 
on the streets, less uneasy, or not much different?" Back 12 years ago, 
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we fOlmd just under haH the population, 49 percent who said they felt 
more uneasy personally on theIr home streets. By 1968, it had risen 
to 53 percent, then to 55 percent in 1969, where it remained for 1971 
and through 1975. 

But just htst month, we asked the same question again, and this 
time we fOlmd nationwide only 40 percent who say they feel more 
uneasy personally on their streets compared with a year ago. This is a 
sharp drop from the hiHh of 55 perCl~nt which existed for so long a 
period. So, once again, It is fail' to conclude that the public feels less 
anxious, certainly not at ease but less won-ied about safety on the 
streets in this country than it has felt in over a decade. 

~\gain, there are some sharp differences by different places where 
people live. Again, rural resident.s are lowest in reporting unease on 
their streets, \\,Tith 36 percent saying they feel that way, 'followed by 
suburban dwellers at 38 percent and city residents at 4i percent. But; 
the highest degroe of apprehension is felt by residents of small towns, 
46 percent of \"hom feel personally uneasy on the streets. On a regional 
basis, in the East, no more than 33 percent feel this sense of unease on 
their streets, followed by 36 percent in the Mhlwest, a higher 43 per
cent in the West, and the South highest at 46 percent. 

Thus, once again, in terms of the perceived and felt trend about 
per:5onal unen,se on the streets, residents of small towns in the South 
and the West are bnginning to harbor worries about this more inten
sivply. Or put anot.her way, in a time when the trend appears for the 
fir~t tinle to be toward lowered fears and aUA'ieties about crime and 
per:,onal safety, the small towns in the South and Midwest appeal' to 
be growing candidates for where such worries are likely to be harbored 
the most. 

Xow, I am sure that someon0 on the committee will ask how can 
the:-;e latest results which are drawn from a comparable cross-section 
to the HUD study be reconciled with the earlier HUD results I 
l'eport,ed. I do not have a problem on that, Mr. Chairman. It is till 
un(lonbteclly the case that cities are where people feel crime is still 
the central problem, that cities are viewed as having the most severe 
crime problems. 

But, there is also no doubt that general apprehension about crime 
appears to be abating across the country, and in the years ahead, it 
is entirely conceivable, if these trends continue, that small towns will 
inherit many of the apprehensipns that have beset the cities for over 
a decade now. 

It took close to 15 years for the cities to build a reputation for 
being the havens of crime, and it undoubtedly will take some furthe~' 
time, even if the crime rate for cities is declining in fact, for the cities 
to outgrow that l'eputat,ion. But, these latest ~'esults in many ways are 
the most significant, for they are sensitive indicators that in the future 
crime may be every bit as much as or more a problem in the small 
towns of the South and West as any parts of this country-at least 
in the perception of the people who live there. 

Perhaps of equal significance are some other results we obtained 
from this latest survey. We have regularly asked people if they feel 
that our system of law enforcement works to really discourage people 
from committing erimes 01' if it doesn't discourage crime. Back in 1967, 
56 percent reported that the law enforcement system did not dis
courage crime, rising to 67 percent in 1970, to 69 percent in 1973, 

81-547-78--4 
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to 67 percent in 1975, and finally to an even higher 73 percent just 
just last month, who feel law enforcement does not stop crime. 

Comparably, back in 1967, 49 percent felt that the courts were 
too lement in dealing with criminals, then this number rose to 64 
percent in 1970, to 69 percent in 1975, and finally to 77 percent just 
last month in 1978. It is evident, Mr. Chairman, that the American 
people feel that the system of justice is simply not working well to 
discourage crime and that judges tend to be too lenient with offenders. 

However, there has been a bit of a comeback for the estimate the 
public has about law enforcement officials at the local and State 
levels from the low we recorded for them in 1977. Back in 1967, 
there was not much doubt, by 64-30 percent, a majority gave local 
law enforcement offici91s a positive rating. This dropped to 58-39 
percent positive in 1973, then to 57-40 percent in 1975, then to a low 
of 52-46 percent last year. In the latest survey, this rating of local 
law enforcement officials, which most people view as the local police "~ 
has increased marginally to 55-42 percent, a bit higher, but still the 
second lowest rating we have recorded for law enforcement officials 
at the local level. 

The same trend is evident for State law enforcement officials, who 
had a high of 63-30 percent positive in 1970, then fell to 51-40 percent 
positive in 1973, then to 47-42 percent positive last year, but back 
up to 51-37 percent this year. 

Senator BENTSEN. If they are not careful, they will rate as low as 
Congressmen. 

Mr. HARRIS. Congressmen consistently rate a good deal lower than 
that. [Laughter.] 

Senator BENTSEN. That is the point I was making. 
Mr. HARRIS. We cannot report the same kind of comeback for law 

enforcement officials at the Federal level. They were viewed positively 
by 60-30 percent in 1970, then fell to 47-42 percent negative when 
Watergate descended on the country in 1973, came back slightly to 
a 44-44 percent standoff in 1975, but then fell again in 1977 to 49-39 
percent negative, and still are 43-37 percent negative today. 

Now when analyzed by size of plnce, people in the cities uniformly 
have the lowest estimate of law enforcement officials at the local, 
State, and Federal levels. However, it is significant that the 49 percent 
of city dwellers who give their locnl police a positive rating is much 
higher than the 39-36 percent negatlve mting given to Federal law 
enforcement officials by rural residents who generally are the highest 
on Fedeml officials. It is also true that law enforcement officials at 
all levels receive negative ratings from blacks nationwide. 

But at least locally and at the State level, there are some signs 
that the failure of confidence in law enforcement officials may have 
stopped its decline. However, the Federal law enforcement officials 
must do much to rehabilitate their standing with the American people. 
I might adel, I view this as a very serious problem, one of the most 
serious at the Federal level. 

Again, just on a trend basis, if one were to point up where to worry 
about crime in the future in terms of citizens' perceptions, then it 
would be centered in the small towns of the South and West, and the 
place where law enforcement is felt to be weakest is at the Federal 
level. 

----------------------------------------------------
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Finally, Mr. Chairman, we asked people what they thought the 
major emphasis in most pri;Jons is today and what it would be. 'rhe 
highest number, 33 percent, thought the emphasis was on rehabilita~ 
tion, 31 percent on :protecting society by removing offenders from 
future crimes that lllight be committed while incarcerated, and 2(1 
percent who thought the emphasis was on punishing the individual 
convicted of crime. 'rhen we asked people what they thought the main 
emphasis in prisons ought to be. By far the number one emphasis 48 
percent of the people would like to see is trying to rehabilitate offenders 
so that they might return to society as productive citizens, compared 
with only 33 percent, who feel that is what the emphasis is today. 
'rhen 23 percent thought that punishment should be the main em
phasis, exactly the number who think that is where the emphasis is 
today. Finally, 21 percent think the emphasis should be on protect
ing society by removing the individual from circulation, comparod 
with a higher 31 percent who felt that is the emphasis in prison::! 
today. 

By any measure, it is apparent that the American people feel that 
not enough is done to rehabilitate those who have been sentenced to 
prison. I might add that this is tacit recognition of the point you 
were making, that most crimes are committed by people who have 
previously committed crimes. People are worried about that and 
don't feel much is bei.ng done about that. At the same time, people 
also believe that courts are too lenient in the treatment they glve 
to offenders found guilty and. they feel that law enforcement officials 
and the system do not discourage crime. 

This pIcture, Mr. Chairman, is not quite the simple "let's get 
tough and crack heads and back our local police" that rang through 
the air back earlier th~s decade arolmd 1970. To the contrary, people 
have a sense that pohee and law enforcement officers are no longer 
sacred cows who stand always for the right and siml?ly need more 
backing and latitude. Rathel', people seem to be saymg that more 
emphasis should be on rehabilitation, on more competent police and 
law enforcement, albeit not lacking in firmness on enforcement. 

On the subject of the cities, Mr. Ohairman, I just feel I have to 
add this even thouO'h it is not the major part of these hearings. The 
results from our HUD study clearly inchcate that not only do the 
cities have problems, one of which is crime, but that they are also 
the literal hub of activity in this Nation. 

It is significant, for example, that just among suburban dwellers, 
and I had no idea about this, to cite but one segment of the public, 
of all the times in the past year they went to movies, 53 percent of 
those times they went to the city. When suburbanites went to a 
museum or live play 01' concert, 53 percent went to the city not to the 
suburbs where they live; when they bought furniture or a major ap
pliance, 46 percent of those shopping expeditions were in the cities;. 
when suburban residents bought new clothes, 48 percent of the pur
chases were in the city; when they went out to have a nice dinner, 
an even 50 p~rcent of those dinners were in the city; when they at
tended religious services, 44 percent of the time they went to a church 
in the city; when they went to see a live sports event, 46 percent of 
those events were in the city; when the suburban people went to n. 
doctor, 52 percent of the visits were to a doctor in the city not in the 
suburbs; and when they visited friends, this is most startling of all, 

______ 1 
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47 percent of the suburban dwellers social visits were not to friends 
in the suburbs, but to the city. 

These startling facts which indicate that despite their 'worries 
about the cities and crime, the cities are still the place where major 
life activities are spent, even for people who do not live in the cities. 

By reputation, the cities not only are known for crime, poor schools, 
and for racial tensions, but also where there are some positive things, 
90 percent of the Nation think they are where there are the most 
plays, museums, and other cultural opportunities; 81 percent think 
the cities have the best public transportation; 79 percent the best 
selection of mo"vie theaters; 77 percent the best selection of restau
rants; 73 percent the best clinics, hospitals, and health care facilities; 
72 percent the best employment opportunities; 62 percent the best 
shopping; 67 percent the best colleges and universities; a plurality of 
47 percent think the cities have the best parks and playgrounds; 
and a plurality of 39 percent think they have the best public services, 
which I know is a surprise, such as garbage collection, street main
tenence, fire, and police protection. In all cases, people were askAd 
to choose between the cities, the suburbs, and small towns and rUri~l 
areas. 

In short, ]VIr. Chairman, the outlook for the Nation's cities is not 
bleak, is not that of a place whose usefulness to society is to see how 
fast their most talented and educated citizens can move out. To the 
contrary, despite their reputation for crime, cities are the central 
hub, the central pivot of American society in the late 1970's, and the 
indications are that this will accelerate rather than decline. 

Senator BENSTEN. I am sitting here trying to digest some of the 
numbers, but they do add up to one thing, that the people are deeply 
·concerned about crime and would be supportive of what they view 
ilS an increase in a serious effort to see if we can't reduce crime wit,hin 
thoile cities. 

Mr. HARRIS. No doubt of that, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BENTSEN. They would support those kinds of efforts. 
Did you havfl a SlU'vey in there on the elderly and their feeling 

about crime? 
Mr. HARRIS. We found easily the No.1 group which is worried 

about their my'll unease on the streets, 62 percent of the elderly are 
wOlTied. We did another study, I didn't report on it here, and I 
think my memory is correct on this. We found elderly people most 
concerned about being held up, robbed on the street, or mugged by 
young hoodlums, particularly in the case of social seclU'ity checks 
that they have picked up, pensi.on checks, or other things, at the 
Post Office and walking to their homes they fmd themselves often 
get.ting robbed or mugged.. . 

The elderly as a consequence, sald they don't go out of thell'.houses 
and one can say they have been made prisoners where they hve. 

Senator BENTSEN. Did you have some correlation of numbers? Did 
your survey cover that? Of the statement by Mr. Curtis on one of 
the contributing reasons for business leaving the cities, the question 
of crime? ' 

IVIr. HARRIS. We didn't survey business as such. I think another 
study is planned on that. We will have some clefinitive information. 
We have some other studies in the working on site locations, where we 
have surveyed a number of States to find out what are the causes 
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for people moving from various Sts,tes to large urban cities. Safety 
on the streets is a serious deterrent. 

It is interesting because-to put it another way, they want the 
executives most of all, the company does, to have decent housing and 
safety would be an important elements. There would be others such 
as no enormous traffic jams in going back and forth to work, pollution, 
they don't want to move to a place that seems to be polluted. 

There is a sense of WOl'1'y about their own employees' safety. It is a 
factor that does pervade all modern life. 1 don't think our country is 
unique in this either. 

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Harris, would you mind staying for the rest? 
Mr. HARRIS. I would be delighted. 
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. omith, if you would proceed. For the record, 

would you state your name? 

STATEMENT OF GEORGE C. SMITH, PROSEOUTING ATTORNEY, 
FRANKLIN OOUNTY, COLUMBUS, OHIO, AND NATIONAL CHAIR
MAN', CAREER CRIMINAL COM!II:tTTEE, NATIONAL DISTRIOT 
ATTORNEYS ASSOCIATION 

Mr. SMITH. I am George C. Smith, prosecuting attorney for 
Franklin County, Columbus, Ohio, and also national chairman of the 
Career Criminal Committee of the National District Attorneys 
Association. 

It is a privilege to appeal' before the Subcommittee on Economic 
Growth and Stabilization. The problems of urban crime and urban 
blight are, as history teaches us, interrelated; one predictably follows 
the other. 

This is my second term serving as national chairman of the Career 
Criminal Committee of the National District Attorneys Association. 
This duty has taken me, not only throughout Ohio and its eight major 
urban centers, consulting with and advising other prosecuting at
torneys regarding multiple, violent offender projects, but across our 
Nation. In that capacity, I ha-ve seen the interrelationship of urban 
crime and urban blight reinforced. So I rely, not only on statistics, but 
prosecutorial experience in reporting that it is the poor and defenseless 
resicHng in the inner city who are more likely to become victims of 
crime. 

Crime the world o-ver has become a growth industry. More than 
two-thirds of the increase in crime that has occurred since 1900, has. 
occurred the world o-ver in 15 years. In France, from 1950 to 1964-ancl 
the trend has continued since-crinle rose 70 percent; in Holland, 54 
percent; in Italy, 40 percent. Since that time, Italy has been catchi.ng 
up. In Sweden some of you may be surprisecl to hear that crime roso 44 
percent. Of course, we. hav~ dOl~e better than any of these countries. 
From 1960 to 1970 crIme m tIns country rose by 144 percent. Last 
year, incidentally, crime decreased nationally by about 5 percent. 

Criminologists such as Ernest -van den Haag now tell us that the· 
suffering and loss encountered by -victims of crime often occur because 
of the actions of a small percentage of the criminal element responsible 
for a disproportionate amount of om' Nation's violent crime. They are 
the violent, repeat offenders whom studies show represent only 7 
percent of the criminal population, but commit <'is much as 40 percent 
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of our crime. 'rhey are career criminals. They are responsible for a 
high proportion of the violence that is the enemy of domestic tran
quility in our inner cities. They destroy the sense of community, 
imprison the elderly, and corrupt our youth. 

The career criminal pro~ram addresses the problem of violent crime 
and the habitual, repeat, VIOlent offender. It focuses on the prosecution 
and lengthy incarceration of the career criminal. It involves putting 
time and effort and other resources aside to handle particular prob
lems posed by these violent criminals who continually beat the system. 
'Today, these violent offenders are not beating the system in career 
,criminal jurisdictions because there really is a system that is ready 
for them. 

Career criminal prosecution marks a creative and innovative step 
towal'd street safety. 

We are putting professional prosecutors; competent, experienced 
full-time la'wyers against the professional criminal. When this happens, 
there is simply no contest. 

Statistics show us that career criminal jurisdictions are successfully 
prosecuting the career criminal. Since the program was launched in 
11 American cities in 1975, 6,641 violent, habitual offenders have been 
convicted of 10,409 separate charges. 

Discretionary funded career criminal programs have a 94.7-percent 
conviction rate; 89.4 percent of the dependants were convicted of the 
top felony as charged; 9,570 prison sentences have been pronounced; 
the prison sentences resulting from convictions of these violent 
-offenders average 15.4 years. 

The defendants prosecuted by the career criminal units had a total 
-of 84,367 prior adult arrests; 38,710 prior adult convictions. 

Based on the latest preliminary "Uniform Crime Report" statistics, 
covering the full calendar year 1977, career criminal program cities 
have continued to exceed crime reductions e}""Perienced generally 
in U.S. cities. 

As contrasted with 1976, reported incidents of serious crime in all 
U.S. cities over 25,000 population decrease by 5 percent. 

However, in the career criminal program cities, such incidents 
decreased by 8 percent-from 852,064 to 784,622. 

Robberies nationwide dropped 5 percent; in discretionary funded 
career eriminal programs, 8.2 percent-from 59,623 to 54,758. 

As contrasted with 1976, reported ineidents of burglaries in all 
U.S. cities over 25,000 population decreMed 3 percent. In the career 
·criminal program cities such incidents decreased 5.5 percent. 

The decreases achieved by the car€)er criminal program cities 
bettered the national average by 60 percent, 64 percent, and 83 
percent respectively for all index crimes, robberies and burglaries. 

Although the percentages of career criminal program superiority 
,over the respective national average have varied, they have never 
fallen below 30 percent superiority on any of five analyses prepared 
by the National Legal Data Center, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 

o These figures are significant; but just as significant are the number 
·of crimes that will not occur in our Nation. Based on the Rand Corp. 
study for the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
JustlOe, it is estimated that a career criminal will commit an average 
of 20 ,c.t·imes a year. Projecting these figures to the national picture, 
prosecution of career criminals means more than 132,820 violent 
.crimes will not occur next year because of our efforts. 
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Plea bargaining has been virtually eliminated in career criminal 
jurisdictions as a result of the concentrated prosecution effort. Pleas 
in Ohio career criminal offices are accepted only to the most serious 
charge, not to a reduced charge. If the defendant refuses to plead 
~ui1ty to the most serious charge, we go to trial. We win our cases, 
Judges are making rational sentencing decisions, and career criminals 
are servin~ lengthy rrison terms. ' 

Justice IS also swiftly dispensed under career criminal prosecution. 
Nationally, an average 106 days elapsed from the time of arrest to 
disposition of each case. The prosecution is wen aware that delays do 
not benefit the innocent defendant, as our courts have clearly held. 

Yet, it is often the constant delay in bringing a case to trial that 
has permitted the violent habitual offender to escape incarceration. 
Witnesses leave town, evidence is lost, or too much time elapses 
resulting in dismissal of the charges. . 

As a result of intensive :prosecution, delays in court proceedings are 
challenged by career crimmal prosecutors. Cases are brought to trial 
swiftly. 

Furthermore, prosecutors aPl?ear at bond hearings to discourage 
low bail which allows a violent crIminal to walk the streets, committing 
more crimes while his case is processed through the courts. Statistics 
indicate 53 percent of the crimes committed by career criminals 
occurred while the suspect was on parole, probation, or pretrial 
release i frce to commit their urban terrorism. 

Career criminal prosecution has also met the constitution'it1 challenge. 
Since its adoption in cities throughout .Aw,:::·i" " , do number of 

appellate courts have considered tIllS question. It is my understanding 
that in each litigated case, the courts have ruled in its favor. Those 
appellate courts include Massachusetts, New York, California, Ohio, 
and. in the State of Washington. Recently a case concerning this issue 
was appealed from Washington State to the U.S. Supreme Court. 
The latter declined to accept the case. Therefore, the favorable opinion 
of the Washington State Supreme Court stands. 

The main issues center on the questions of clue process and equal 
protection. In each instance, the courts have noted. that it is within 
the prosecutor's discretion to selectively pursue defendants who are 
categorized as the repeat offender. 

There are now more than 50 cities throughout the United States 
implementing career criminal prosecution efforts. Some of them are 
funded by Federal dollars, others through local resources. This growth 
and extension of the effort speaks to the success of the project. The 
career criminal program is beginning to become an accepted method 
of conducting the public's business in the area of criminal prosecution. 

Today, we are here to explore the problems of urban blight and 
urban crime. Despite the remarkable accomplishments of career crim
inal 'programs throughQut the United States, I believe it is too sim
plistIC to assume that attacking the crime problem alone will solve the 
problem of urban decay, just as attacking urban blight alone will not 
solve the crime problem. The two problems are intenelated. The inter
relationship of urban crim6 and decf.~T demands new initiatives of 
coordination. Because there is no simple answer to the cause-effect 
question, I believe the approach to take is one that equally distributfls 
resources into a two-pronged attack. 
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Our cities were fotmc1ed as the gathering place for intellectual, cul
tural, commercial, and industrial development. By estahlishing the 
attractive and functional urban center, and by increasing the public's 
safety there, this development will be rekindled. 

As a prosecutor, I am convinced people will not return to our innel' 
cities or the now blighted areas of our cities until Americans are con
vinced it is safe to live there. This, obviously, is one reason people 
have moved away from inner cities. To attract citizens to the cities, 
we must develop the understanding that we will make the inner city 
a safer place to live and work by doing all we min to incarcerate the 
violent criminal element. The career criminal program is playing a 
major role in the effort to eradicate crime, remove the violent criminal, 
and therefore create a safe environment for our citizens. 

But an integral part of this project is to spur those same citizens 
into improving the makeup of the neighborhood. A redeveloped area 
is one that precipitates more growth. If you can draw law-abiding 
citizens into the city then further redevelopment 'will occur. 

Many cities have established projects with the Federal Government 
that result in low-cost housing being provided to individuals. Urban 
homesteading projects have attracted people to the city. They, in 
turn, attempt to recondition urban housing at affordable costs. 

At the same time, of course, career criminal prosecution efforts pro
vide the means of achieving the street safety necessary for this redevel
opment of our inner cities. People will take the risk of settling in the 
CIty when they ;perceive the risk of becoming a victim of crline as more 
remote than it IS now. 

I believe we can achieve our goal of new growth, new prosperity, 
and street safety in our inner cities if we adopt a new national priority. 
That priority is to establish crime-fighting programs, such as career 
criminal prosecution, as a prerequisite to, for example, tax-free munic
ipal bonds, urban homesteading projects, and any other Government 
programs targcted for development projects involving housing and 
recreation. 

Our inner cities can be saved, but not when citizens are subject to 
violent criminal attack. If people are to be convinced it is safe to go 
downtown, they must be convinced that their governments, 10cli1, 
State, and Federal, are workiug to achieve street safety through prac
tical crline-fighting efforts that achieve results. 

Such efforts could include projects directed at the violent, repeat 
juvenile delinquent as well as the adult career criminal. These efforts 
would not have to be funded by the Federal Government. Local 
or State resources can be redirected. By establishing criteria, Federal 
officials can coordinate these efforts, through all of their departments, 
to insure that the inner cities are made safe; that violence, the enemy 
of urban iljrowth is reduced; that the public is safe; that new projects 
are receivmg the protection necessary for successful completlOn and 
prolonged existence. 

Career criminal prosecution insures swift and sure justice. It 
reduces crline through meusures thut are effective and fair. 

To pursue our goal of street safety, however, we must reemphusize 
the need for sentencing reform to make punishment certain and fair . 
. Alternative forms of sentencing for nonviolent crimes must be re
evaluated, and humane prison facilities must be expanded. 

, 
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If we are to achieve our goal of eradicating urban blight and con
trolling urban crime, local, State, and Federal·. governments must 
join together in this effort. The interrelationship of urban decay 
and urban crime teaches us that a coordinated effort is needed to 
solve both problems. 

Perhaps the proposals I have offered today can help us achieve 
a tomorrow when all our citizens, including the young and the elderly, 
the rich and the poor, can walk the streets of our cities-our Nation, 
because we have achieved freedom from violence. 

[,rhe attachments to Mr. Smith's statement follow:] 

NATIONAL DISTRICT ATTOnNEYS ASSOCIATION-OAREEn ORIMINAL OOMMITTEE 
REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1977 

(By George O. Smith, Ohairman) 

ACHIEVING STREET SAFETY 

In preparing this report I sought input from the jurisdiotions that have imple
mented Oareer Oriminal projeots, and I am gratified by the response. '1'he oorre
spondenoe tells of one suooess story after another. 

Sinoe the Oar eel' Oriminal Program was launohed in eleven Amedoan oities 
in 1975, more than 4,700 violent, habitual offenders have been oonvicted of 
robbery, burglary, rape, murder, assault, larceny, and kidnapping. 

The most reoent report from the Justioe Department's Law Enforoement 
Assistance Administration states the prison sentences resulting from oonviotions 
averaged 14.3 years. 

The jurisdiotions presently implementing Oareer Oriminal Programs are ex
periencing a drop in crimes generally assooiated with habitual offenders, i.e. 
robbery, burglary. FBI crime statistics, for example, for the first three months of 
this year show that the robbery rate dropped 12.3 percent in 17 of the 22 project 
oities, compared to the same period a year earlier. The burglary rate dropped 
9.1 percent. Nationally, the robbery rate for the same period fell 8 percent and 
the burglary rate was down 7 peroent. 

But even where project areas experienced a statistioll,l increase in speoifio crime 
oategories, the per capita incidence of crime was down, as was the case on Houston. 

These figures are significant; but just as important are the number of orimes 
that will not ooour in our nation. Based on the February 1974 Rand Oorporation 
Study for The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Oriminal Justioe, it is 
estimated that a Oareer Oriminal will oommit an average of twenty orimes a year. 
Projeoting these figures to the national picture, prosecution of Oareer Oriminals 
means more than 94,000 violent crimes will not ocour next year because of our 
efforts. 

There are now 22 projeot oities funded by the Law Enforoement Assistance 
Administration. In addition we find that the sucoess of the program has spurred 
other jurisdiotions to establish programs funded locally This, in itself, speaks to 
the suocess of the projeot. After January 1, 1978, it is estimated that a minimum 
43 jurisdictions in the United States will have adopted the Career Oriminal oon
oept. The suo cess of this program can be measured by the inoreasing number of 
offices implementing the concept, and by the renewed funding, federal, state and 
local, being made available to jurisdictions which have an on-going Oareer Criminal 
Program. 

SUCCgSS 'l'HROUGH DIVEnSITY 

The goal of the Oareer Criminal concept is to speed the prosecution of the 
violent-habitual criminal, and obtain the maximum sentence following conviction. 
We also seek to reduce the amount of time from arrest to conviction, well awure 
that orimcs are frequently committed by recidivists while on pro-trial release. 

The means of achieving that goal, however, differ. I firmly believe the great 
diversity evident in the offices now using the conoept is one of the reasons the 
Oareer Criminal Program is succeeding. Many jurisdictions have taken this 
"blue print" for street safety and in line with their resources have successfully 
molded their Oareer Criminul Program to meet the needs of the oitizens they serve. 

Generally, the targeted crime categories in the Oareer Oriminal jurisciictions 
remain robl:ery, burglary, rape, murder and assault. But Distriot Attorney 

--------------------------------
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Edwin Miller and Major Violator Unit Director Richard Neely in San Diego began 
their program by specifically targeting the robbery area in the pursuit of the 
recidivist. They report that the program was so successful, the decision was made 
in October of this year to expand it to the prosecution of the Career Criminal in 
the burglary crime area. The idea of focusing on the robbery area specifically was 
unique in the country. 

District Attorney Carol Vance in Harris County, Houston, Texas reports the 
Career Offender Detail under Project Director Vic Pecorino has expanded its crime 
categories to include felons who previously were convicted of a crime of violence 
plus one more conviction of any kind, even if the most recent charge is not in
cluded in the category of violent crime. One defendant was tried for a felony 
conviction of a firearm and received a life sentence. To their knowledge this is the 
first time anyone has received a life sentence for carrying a pistol. 

In New Haven, Connecticut, State's Attorney Arnold Markle has assigned a 
former administrative assistant of the Boston Mayor's Major Violator Project, 
Patricia Clark, to head the program. Mrs. Cll11'k states burglary, robbery and 
sexual assault will be the crimes considered by her unit which received federal and 
state funding in October of this year. 

E. Michael McCann, District Attorney of Milwaukee County says the original 
guideUnes of his Career Criminal Unit called for the presecution of robbery or 
armed robbery and homicide that occurred during the course of the commission of 
robbery or armed robbery where the defendant met certain criteria, the most 
important of which was a past felony record. He states in the third quarter of 1977 
the unit also began screening all felonies in Milwaukee County ancl has assumed the 
prm1ecutorial roll3 in those property crimes where the defendant is a recidivist. 

""hile the majority of offices have created a special staff of attorneys to handle 
CarO\,r Criminals, it is apparent some jurisdictions have successfully prosecuted 
habitual offenders without sueh action. 

The West Palm Beach, Floridn. office of David II. Bludworth reports his office 
is divided into four felony trial divisions. Three prosecutors 0.1'0 assigned to each 
division to prosecute cases. The senior trial assistant in each division is designated 
as the division chief and is solely responsible for prosecuting all Career Criminal 
cases within his division. In addition, a more senior assistant is assigned to monitor 
all Career Criminal cases within the office. 

In Seattle (King County), Prosecuting Attorney Christopher T. Bayley has 
appointed a full time coordinator for his Career Criminal Progro,m. While there is 
no separate unit, cases are assigned to experienced deputies with the priority that 
allows them to devote as much time as necessary to the case. Another note: The 
Kansas City Prosecuting Attorney also states his office is the first in this country 
to include juveniles in the program. 

District Attorney Lewis R. Slaton of Atlanta, Georgia reports that one as
sistant district attorney is assigned to each judge and tries every case regardless 
of the nature of the crime or the defendant assigned to that judge. But to help in 
screening out Career Criminal defendants, the intelligence unit of the office 
monitors cases and then joins with the investigative units to work closely with 
the assistant district attorney in preparing the case for trial. The Atlanta unit also 
screens out organized crime figures as well as major repeat offenders. 

The Career Criminal jurisdictions represent, in many respects, a community 
comprised of many unique families. As such, just as each family offers its services 
to that law enforcement community, our strength also lies in each family member 
who contributes his ideas in pursuit of our goal. 

IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE 

Since May, 1976 I have had the opportunity to sponsor a series of Conferences 
in Ohio to explain the Career Criminal Program to hundreds of community 
leaders. Their efforts in helping to establish new Career Criminal Programs in 
their own jurisdictions have achieved much. Many communities have adopted or 
plan to adopt the Program using local resources. Two jurisdictions who felt they 
were too small to have programs of their own combined those resources. Youngs
town and Warren, Ohio are two industrial areas within close proximity. They 
shared similar problems and saw the need to share solutions to those problems. 
We now have in Ohio the first 'joint' Career Criminal Program involving two 
Prosecuting Attorneys from two counties. 

Another idea that originated in the Memphis office of District Attorney Hugh 
Stanton was the Career Criminal 'flyer'. Similar in many respects to the familiar 
'Wanted Poster', the flyer contains the picture and information about a Career 
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Criminal wanted on a capias warrant. The flyer is not released to the public, but 
is distributed to law enforcement officials in the jurisdiction. 

Several of the offices report success in keeping the convicted Career Criminal 
incarcerated by further monitoring parole eligibility of the subject after sentencing. 
We have reviewed all notices of prollpective paroles by the Ohio Parole Board for 
some time in Columbus and have been successful in alerting parole authorities 
,considering the release of violent criminals. This is clearly a significant practice to 
J1dopt if each office is to succeed in obtaining lengthy incarceration periods. 

Many offices have already implemented a 'direct indictment' program which 
,enables us to bypass the preliminary hearing when a Career Criminal subject is 
.arrested. The information about the crime can often be presented to the Grand 
.Jury within a matter of hours which results in a savings of time for officers, and 
also for witnesses. 

One of the most significant accomplishments of the Career Criminal Program 
has been the reduction in time between arrest and conviction of habitual offender 
subjects. While the average amount of time varies among jurisdictions, the impor
tant fact remains that the subjects in question were generally incarcerated during 
this period and were unable to commit new crimes. 

As a result of our efforts, it is evident we are making a great deal of progress in 
.obtaining lengthy incarceration periods. Dallas County District Attorney Henry 
Wade reports an average sentence of 51.8 years for all Career Criminal convictions, 
including an average 82.6 years for three-time felons. While many states do not 
have habitual offender statutes which would result in such lengthy prison terms, 
.consecutive sentencing by the judiciary in Career Criminal cases has generally 
produced longer minimum and maximum sentences in most jurisdictions. Some 
jurisdictions have sparked renewed interest in establishing habitual offender 
statutes, or stimulated its use in states which have one though it was previously 
rarely used. Albuquerque District Attorney Ira Robinson reports that the habitual 
,offender statute was rarely used in New Mexico until his Priority and Repeating 
. Offenders Division (PROD) was established. 

Perhaps the proof of the programs' success can best be illustrated by the out
standing conviction rate obtained by our Career Criminal jurisdictions. The 
aVErage conviction rates have consistently stood above 90 percent, considerably 
higher than the average of regular trial staffs. 

JUDICIAL SUPPORT 

As this report is being prepared I have before me two Appellate Court decisions 
which further indicate the support the Career Criminal concept is receiving among 
the judiciary. 

Summit County Prosecuting Attoney Stephen M. GabaJac (Akron, Ohio) 
-reports that both subjects considered in appeals filed in the Ninth Judicial District 
of Ohio charged they were "prejudiced as a result of selective prosecution by the 
State of Ohio and ... denied due process of the law and equal protection of the 
-law." 

In State of Ohio v. Robert MOl'ton Walker, C.A. No. 8467 (Ninth District C.A. 
for Summit Co., Ohio, October 13, 1977) Judge William H. Victor wrote: "Selec
tivity of defendants in the enforcement of the criminal law violates no constitu
tionalrights of those selected." 

Judge Victor further sta.ted: "A decision to quickly pi'ocess and prosecute those 
·who have long criminal records to prevent further criminal activity on their part 
is not mbitrnry classification as to deny to such a person his constitutionnl right 
~to the equal protection of law. Actunlly, such a program, if consistently and 
vigorously carried out, should have a salutary effect in deterring crime within the 
"area." 
. The subject had been convicted and sentenced for aggravated burgla.ry and 
-theft. 

tn another decision, Slate of Ohio v. Mark E. Lamp, C.A. No. 8473 (NinLh 
District C.A. for Summit Co., Ohio, October 19, 1977), handed down by the same 
.court, a subject's attempt to get his conviction for aggravated burglar;}t overturned 
claiming his cl~sification as a Career Criminal resulted in arbitrary denial of his 
statutory rig\lt to a preliminary heat'ing, failed when Presiding Judge Edward J. 
Mahoney wl·ote,: "We hold that the Career Criminal Program, on its face)., does 
not violate the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment. The uareer 
Criminal Pl'pgram is not based upon a suspect classification, nor does it impinge 
upon any -fundamental right of an accused. The Program bears a reasonable 
relationship to the legitimate interest of the state in the speedy, but fail', prosecu
,~ion of tJ.lose.I-":lJ.o A,\tve demonstrated a propensity for crime." 
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It is recommended that cases such as these which lend support to our efforts 
be forwarded to the media as well as to jurisdictions now using the program or 
those planning to. The National Legal Data Center, whose invaluable assistance 
under the guidance of Mr. Phil Cohen has meant so much to the Career Criminal 
Program's success, can provide data here which further indicates the Career 
Criminal concept has been held to be constitutionally sound, as well as effective. 

CONCLUSION 

This report ('annot hope to cover the progress Career Criminal jurisdictions 
have made in successfully prosecuting the violent-habitual criminal. But it does 
represent the eITorts that have been made to keep those sacred promises that our 
forefathers placed in our Constitution. 

Those promises were to establish justicC', insure domestic tranquility, and to 
secure the blessings of liberty for aU. Those sacred promises, which we are bound 
to uphold, mean freedom from violence. 

Two years ago, some questioned whether society was able to keep those sacred 
promises when challenged by a rising crime rate. But todn.y we can say th!\t 
challenge hml been successfully answered and the Career Criminal Progrn.m is 
making our communities-our nation safe. The dedication of In.w enforcement 
officials throughout the United States has resulted in a remn.rkable turnaround; 
a succesS story that is only beginning to unfold. 

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF CAREER CRIMINAL PROGRAM 

In any innovative approach to criminal prosecution such as we have proposed, 
one of the obvious questions will be the issue of its constitutionality. 

Since adoption of Career Criminal prosecution, the question has already 
received favorable response in a number of judicial opinions published throughout 
America. 

I. The Career Criminal concept Itis basically a program of accelerated prosecu
tion. It is directed towards the perpetrator of serious crime and the repeat oITendel'. 
Its goal is to insure swift and certain justice for such malefactor." People v. Peler
son, 01 Misc. 2d 407, 408, 308 N.Y.S. 2d 24 26 (1977). It Itwas a response to 
studies which concluded that a relatively small numbt'r of ofTenders were re
sponsible for a disproportionate number of serious crimes." Peterson, supra, 91. 
Misc. 

The Supreme Court of the United Stu,tes has recognized that since the IIrate 
of recidivism is high a ... (t)olerance for a spectrum of state procedure dealing 
with a common problem of law enforcement is especially appropriate." Spencer 
v. Texas, 385 U.S. 554, 55G (19G7). 

To t.his end the wide discretionary powers poss0ssed by prosecuting attorneys 
have been recognized to include lithe right to focus greater attention upon the 
prosecution of those charged with serious crimes and the career criminal." Peter
son supra, 91 Misc. 2d !tt 411. 

II. It is clear that It prosecutor may consciously employ seleetivity in charging 
and case processing decisions so long as he docs not t'lllploy constitutionally sus
pect criteria such as race, wealth, sex or religion. Oyler v. Boles, 3G8 U.S. 448, 
45G (1961). 

Thus, a cureer criminul progrnm which focu~es on defendants apart from other 
similarly-situated defendants bnsecl on the severity of the present offense and the 
offender's prior criminal record denies neither equal protection nor due process of 
law. 

In Oyler v. Boles, 3G8 U.S. 448 (19G]), the Supreme Court was faced with the 
question of whether a failure to prose('ute other offenders under a habitual criminal 
statute hpc!tus(' of a lack of knowledge of prior offenses 01' bt'cause of the ex('rcise of 
reasonable s('lectivity in enforcC'ment denies equal protection to those who are 
prosecuted. Penitpntiary records showed that a great percentage of those who 
could be prosecuted were not. The Court said, at 45G: 

"Even though the statistics in this case might imply a policy of selective en
forc('mC'nt, it was not stated thut the selection was deliberately based upon an 
unjustifiable standard such as race, rC'lipion, or other arbitrary classification." 

TherC'forC', no violation of equal protection wus found. 
III. Prosecutorial discretion is the VCl'y essence of any job description of duties 

of this office. For example, People v. Peterson, 91 Misc. 2c1 407, 398 N. Y.S. 2tl 
24 (1977) held at p. 411: 
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"The District Attorney of Bronx County is charged by statute to prosecute 
diligently and fairly every crime committed by an adult within his jurisdiction 
(County Law, Section 700 at seq,), He is an agent of the People, independent of the 
judiciary, Of necessity, he must be frce to allocate his resources, in terms of man
power and financos, to discharge the duties of his office to the bost of his ability. 
That includes the right to focus greater attention upon the prosecution of those 
eharged with serious crimes and the career criminal." 

Indeed the concept of prosecutorial discretion promotes and encourages fairness. 
As stater[ in Peterson, supra, at p. 412: 

"It has been held that 'Two persons may have committed what is precisely 
the same legal offense but the prosecutor is not compelled by the law, duty or 
tradition to treat them the same as to charges. On the contrary, he is expected 
to exercise discrction and common sense to the end that if, for example, one is a 
young first offencler ami the other older, with a criminal recorcl, or one played a 
lesser and tho other a dominant role, one tho instigator and the other a follower, 
tht' PI'O~f'cutor can and shoulrl take such factors into account.''' Newman v. 
Ullited Stales, 382 F2d 479, '181-482, supra. 

In deciding whcthcr or not to prosecute and how to prosecute in a certain area of 
criminal activity, the Prosecuting Attorney has wide discretion. As stated in one 
cas!': 

"NllCh discretion exercised in good faith authorized the prosecuting officer to 
personally cletrrminc . . . that a certain plan of action or a certain policy of 
enforcpmpnt will be hest productive of law enforcement nne! will best rpsult in 
gf'nprlll law observance. State v. Winne, 96 A. 2d 63, 72 (N.J. 1953). Sec also 
Oyler v, Boles, 3GR U.H, 448, 456 (1961). 

There exists a strong presLlmption that such prosecuto)'ial discretion is exercised 
on :t rntional basis. Greyo v. Georgia, 96 S.Ct. 2909 (1976). 

In cOllclusion, thE' major iSRues involved with tho concept's constitutionality 
arr the duo proccss aspects of equal protection and prosecutorial discretion, 

The exercise of rxocutive discretion by It Prosecuting Attorney in formulating 
programs und policies may be unlawful when it results in discrimination bused on a 
prohihiterl classificlltion such as race, religion, sex or other similar classifications. 
Yet the constitutional guarantpeB of equal protrction of the law are not violatrd 
b~' virtue of the fact that the Prosecuting Attorney chooses to vigorously utilize 
ccrtain legal techniques and strictly enforce certain laws or to even be lax inen
forcing cCl'tttin laws. 

~1C'lUttor BENTSEN. Mr. Smith, us a strong supporter of legislation 
on ('!l1'('('r criminal prosecution, I am pleased with the numbers that 
yon have given us. 

I would like to turn to Senator Hatch ,vho hus a competing com
mit.t.C'(I meeting, 

SellittOI' HATCH. Thank you. I want to thank Senator Bentsen for 
his legisln,t.ion thn,t enCOUl'uges us to prosecute criminals. I think he 
has clone the country a great service and I have a high regard for 
thitt,legis1at.ion. 

:\-11'. Harris, I have one question for you, and then I have to run. 
Yon state that i~ the future, crime may be as much of a problem in 
the small towns 111 the South, and maybe even in the West, as any 
other part of this country, at least in the perception of those who 
lives in. those arNlS. 

Do vou really think t.hat people believe that crime is as big in 
Brigharn City, Utah, as in New York City, 01' are you trying to tell 
us that the people in Brigham City, if they have crlIDO, will consider 
thu t ItS big ItS thoso in New York City? 

Mr. HA.RRIS. I think what I am saying is that there is no place to 
hide from crime in this country anymore. That somehow people move 
out., say, trom a cit.y to a smaller town hopin(2: that they will finc~ an 
end to thIS safety problem and they find it eXIsts there. The fact 1S
what I guess the data suggest to me, while nearly everyone, 90 porcent, 
think it~ is more serious in the city than anywhere else, including those 
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who live in the cities, if you find out where crime is increasing, is it 
increasing in cities or in your hometown. There you find small towns 
in the South and West where there is a feeling of uneas:iness. Whatever 
gaps did exist, say, 10 years a~o, people who live in these communities 
tend to feel these gaps are gomg down. 

Senator HATCH. I appreCIated reading your study. 
Mr. HARRIS. I might say the West IS something nt~w. The South 

started about 3 years ago, when we started to see an uptake in crime. 
Senator HATCH. What your survey is sl1ying is tbll1t people are 

more concerned than they might have been in the prust? 
Mr. HARRIS. Let me say this, if I might. What this suggests is that 

if anyone has any doubt about what should be a Federal role in 
crime-for a long time it has been argued thl1t crimel cl1n only be 
solved locally. If one of the important functions of the Oongress of 
the United Stl1tes is indeed to take the responsibility for national 
problems, one can certainly make a case now that there is no a1'ea 
m the country immune. But this is a national problem in terms of new 
programs which can be infused into local areas. 

While it is true that local law enforcement people are the onlv 
ones that arc going to catch criminals in the act, it should be an 
integrated Federal effort. I think the people feel this vlery strongly. 

Senator HATCH. Thank you. I appreciate hearing that. 
Senator BENTSEN. Oongressman Brown. 
Representative BROWN of Ohio. Thank you. 
First, let me say I am delighted to see my friend, Gleorge Smith, 

who is prosecuting attorney of the metropolitan area-actually 
Franklin Oounty, which is our State capital. He is one of the ac
knowledged experts, I think, in not only prosecution of criminals but 
also in the genesis of crime and the treatment of the problem, and is 
a young man who I hope will have the opportunity to serve in those' 
capacities for some time to come. 

1 woulcllike to ask all of you questions, and perhaps, Mr. Harris, 
I should start with you. When you talk !1bout the increased incidence 
of crime, do you know how much of th!1t relates to chnnges in life
styles brought on by wh!1t might be considered a new freedom-other 
people would call it !1 deterioration of f!1mily v!1lues-that we seem to 
hl1ve !1bout things like blcoholism, pomography, sex erimes, dru!ii 
crimes, and the use of marihuan!1. A few years ago we used to think of 
that as serious crime, but now we have jokes !1bout it on television. 
People are more casu!1l about it, and there has been a suggestion, even 
fr<?m the White House, th!1t we reduce the penalty fOl' SlOme' of those 
crlIDes. 

To what extent is our increase in crime related to i,his? Are we
removing the criminul s!1nctions against some of these things th!1t 
were formerly sanctioned while the situation is really getting worse? 

Mr. HARRIS. I am not sure I am qualified to !1nswer it, if you are 
asking me what the C!1uses for the increases in crime !1re. I perbo,ps 
should say I don't come here today as an expert in criminology, 
rather as an expert in public opinion and attitudes toward crime. 
What I C!1n report to you is that as the American people have livecl 
with this problem of crime, and we see it rise, I can go back to the 
early sixties when we asked people what are the most serious prob
lems facing the country and we got less th!1n 1 percent voluntary 
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answers. It hit a high between the period of 1968 and 1970 when you 
could get a higher response as, I believe, 34 percent of the volunteers 
that said crime nationally, and this includes things like inflation, 
unemployment, war and peace, and so on. It grows precipitously 
during that period. 

So public perception, worry, and apprehension about crime grows 
as violence in this society becomes more evident. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. The crime that people worry about 
is not a little free-lance prostitution in the neighborhood or a local 
adult movie or bookstore. It is actually violent crimes, or are those 
two things equated? 

Mr. HARRIS. I would say you had a coalition or a. coming together 
of two phenomena. One was, no doubt about. it, in the sbdies when 
you had violence on the streets. I mean by that, mass protests which 
got quite bloody. This worried people. 

The other thmg that wouied people was the felt threat to their 
personal safety, to go out at night in many neighborhoods, they felt 
they would got mugged and they did get mugged if they didn't take 
some care and precaution. I think those of us old enough to remember, 
can remember when you could walk on the streets without any sense 
of feari but that passed. 

In answer to your question, do things such as marihuana have an 
effect, yes, there is no doubt there has been an easing of public worry 
about marihuana. For example, I think last year for the first time 
people wanted to have a minimal sentence and violation for possession 
of, I think, under 1 ounce of marihuana to follow the Oregon law that 
I think was one of the laws setting the pace for the country. I think 
other States have adopted it. 

Having said that, there is also a clear cross of lines on drugs. The 
American people are enormously fearful on the subject of heroin, 
for example, so-called hard drugs. I don't think they have at aU be
come more tolerant of that. 

On pornography, people are bothereq. by it. They find it tasteless. 
I am not sure that they have hit the point of the panic button that 
I think some people have thought they have. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Do you feel that because these 
things are more evident-it is easy to get high on marihuana, or the 
adult bookstore is in a local shopping center-people are more con
scious of crime? Or, are they apt to be shockproof and therefore the 
crime problem really is not worse in the public's perception? 

Mr. HARRIS. '1'horo has been a rise in alcoholism which has risen 
now to the point where the public thinks it is more serious than mari
huana. I cite this because there is built deep into the American psyche, 
put it that way, a sense of pluralism and I think you should not ignore 
It. By that I mean people think that there are dangers in the use of 
marihuana, severe dangers in the use of hard drugs, but there is also 
a perceived danger in the use of tranquilizing pills that they can get 
legally. 

There is a worry about the use of alcohol. But, they don't want to 
oUblaw the use of alcohol. They don't want to outlaw the use of a lot 
of these things. They want to reserve that they themselves have the 
God-given right to take risks with their lives if they want to. 

And above all else they want warnings, loud and clear warnings, 
just telling them what the danger is. They want to say, I am grown 
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up !1nd I will m!1ke a decision on whn,t is dangerous. But !1bove all 
else, don't, hit me from the blind side. 

The rooson I go into this is th!1t I think that the phenomenon of 
drugs, both logal and illegal, and the phenomenon of I1lcoholism, and 
the othor worries people h!1ve, is not p!1rticularly rell1ted to crime. 
Th!1t might sound foolish but it isn't. 

People know that pep up pills, speed, things like this, !1l'e dangerous, 
and yet I can tell you, because we measured it, that you have over 
20 percent of t.he American people who use such dl'u~s, admit to it, 
and you have ovel' 50 percent "rho use them and S!1y It is clangerous. 
They get it because the doctor prescribed it. You have !1 confusion of 
legal and illegal drugs, which I think has taken a lot of the sting out 
of !1 sense of somehow drugs are automatically related to crime. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. My time is limited. These things 
that we have just been discussing apparently 0.1'0 not considered to be 
violent crime 'but rather in the nature of individual rights, which are 
not necesslU'ily approved. Let me ask Mr. Smith I1ncl Ohief Oaron if 
those areas are spawning grounds for harder crimes or the financing 
mechanism for what you identify as the hardened criminals? 

1\11'. SMITH. Yes, I can respond in the affirmative to that. Orime 
develops out of those areas. For example, you have organized crime 
involved in gambling and prostitution. In addition, a study clone by 
our office showed that 25 percent of the felonies tried by our staff 
were drug cases involving violations of the drug laws of the State of 
Ohio. Another 35 percent or more were est.imated to be drug related 
crimes in that felons committed violent crimes due to the fact they 
had to have money 01' felt they should have money in order to pursu'e 
the. use of drugs. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. To what extent is organized crime 
moving in on the operation of some of these marginal, misbehaviol'al 
patterns? 

Mr. Sr.-HTH. Ostensibly, because of intensiiied local prosecntion we 
see organized crime moving away from traditional activities. It is not 
totally removed from these activities, gambling and prostitution for 
example, but organized crime hus taken quite a beoting in some of 
the tmditional activities. Irol' example, an effort in Oolumbus to run 
the prostitutes out was really very, very successful, at least for a 
period of time. However, anywhere there is money to be made illegally, 
organized crime will move in, particularly in the areas of pornograpliy 
and drugs. Basically, high visibility cl'imes are difficult for organized 
crime to pursue, so it is moving into other things. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. We are a very mobile society and 
I come from a town about 50 miles away from MI'. Smith's rather 
larger capital city in Oolumbus. I have been aware of complaints 
in that kind of a commnnity, a county of 30,000 with a t.own of 12,000 
as i;he county seat. It is very difficult because of the lack of staffing in 
the communiti('s and assistance from outside to track clown the 
drugs and other things that come into the community. Those kinds 
of communities are now being affected by drug tl'affic that centers 
in metropolitlLn areas, such as Oolumbus and Kansas Oity, and then 
serve a larger p;eographic ILrea. I assmp.e thILt is also true C?f prostitution. 

I have to tell you frankly, I WfiS m one of the outIymg areas, in a 
shopping 111all on the northern side of Oolumbus, and I was startled 
to see whai; I thought was something else. It turned out to be a rather 
polished up adult book store. 
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To what extent is thai/; happening in ruml areas? 
Mr. CARON. Con~resf3man Brown, in Kansas City one of the things 

we have found sigmficant in the last 5 or 5 months iE' the small towns 
within a 50- or 50-mile radius have come to us seeking help to loan 
them undercover agents to buy drugs. There is a spreacling of this to 
small towns. 

Pornogmphy is going out into the suburbs. The reason is that there 
is massive profit in it. As an example, a book that sells for $2.50 can 
be purchased wholesale for 30 cents. A $9 magazine showing hardcore 
pornography sells for $1 or $1.25. 

Representative BUOWN of Ohio. And this is a means of financing 
more severe crimes? 

Mr. CAUON. Yes, I think so. I think the other thing that has to be 
ttllked about. is a concern of a lot of us in law enforcement, is that it 
breeds more severe crime. There are certain catch phrases that have 
popped up in the last few years that have been talked about in geneml 
terms, such things as victimless crimes. You get into this area of 
victimless crimes and I suspect they are talking of prostitution and 
what have you. What people fail to realize is that hard, vicious crimes 
follow on the heels of victl1llless crimes. 

If you satumte a neighborhood with so many prostitutes that there 
are not enough customers to go around, then they have to start 
rolling and mugging their tricks. Another problem is that over the 
years we have seen a reduction in sentences. A man convicted for 
first degree murder can be pn..l'oled in, I think, the average is 7 years. 

These are just some of the problems. Of course, lCAP and the career 
criminal program has begun to focus in on the career criminal who in 
the past, has been able to secure bond-who has been very successful 
at plea bargainin~, He has more money. He is more sophisticated. He 
is able to get legal counsel and plea bargain and get paroled and he is 
back on the street preying on the community. 

Drug-related crimes are on the upswing simply because there is 
so much profit in ii; and so much money that oftentimes the drug 
dealers prev on each other. You have others. 

We jUilt had a double murder which was an execution-style murder 
that wus drug related. 

In some ,,;ays the increase in crime however, is obscure. We have 
better reporting systems. We have developed better relations with the 
commumty through lOAP and other programs, so that people are 
more willing to report crime. Women, for example, thanks to some of 
our efforts to provide more sensitive treatment of victims, in Kansas 
City and other departments across the country are more frequently 
reporting rape and carrying through with the prosecution efforts. 
Although crimes are reported in greater numbers it is difficult to gage 
the extent of the increases in criminal activity both in rural and urban 
arens. 

There are as many reasons for the increase in crime as there are for 
the crime itself. 

Representative BUOWN of Ohio. My time is up. I appreciate your 
response. 

Senator BENTSEN. We are very pleased to have the very distinguished 
district attorney of New York, Robert Morgenthau, a8 our next 
witness. 
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STATmiIENT OF ROBERT M. MORGENTHAU, DISTRICT ATTORNEY, 
NEW YORK COUNTY, N.Y, 

Mr. MORGENTHAU. I am sorry I was late in arriving. 
There are those who say that crime is a cancer eating away at the 

inner core of the city, turning it into a forgotten wasteland. Even those 
who have not been victims of crime fear that their time is running 
out. People are afraid to use their parks, to travel the streets after 
dark. Tlie elderly are afraid to walk outside their apartments, even 
during the day. 

There are others, however, who say that crime is not the cau·;e of 
our economic decay. Rather, crime is the result. Poverty, lack of 
opportunity, despair lead to the crimes which ravage our city. 

It is futile, I think, to argue about which of these perceptions is true. 
Both are true. Crime and the decay of our cities feed on each other. 
It is impossible to deal effectively with one without dealing with the 
other. The problem we are addressing today has no single answer, no 
easy solution. What is clear, though, is that crime is an important 
factor in the <,-.'cline of our cities. Anyone who cares about that decline, 
and wants to do somethinO' about it, must do something about crime. 

Unfortunately, the tra~itional response to the problem of crime 
has been to increase police department budgets in order to put more 
men and women on the streets to make more arrests. Hundreds of 
millions of dollars have been spent on police forces-the most visible 
and politically attractive part of the criminal justice system. While 
that is important, little though, however, is given to the fact that 
overburdened cOUTts and prosecutors cannot possibly process all of 
these cases in a fail' and equitable manner t.hat protects bot.h society 
and the rights of the accused. Too often cases, even those involving 
offenders who have repeated their offenses, are "bargained" away 
because prosecutors and courts cannot deal with the volume of 
criminal matter they have tQ handle. The criminal is soon back on 
the street after a brief passage through the revolvm~ door of justice. 

A substantial number of defendants are benefitmg from an over
burdened criminal justice system; and they know it. Those who have 
spun their way through the revolvin~ door know how to manipulate 
the system so that the fear of convICtion and punishment is losing 
its bite. 

Plea, bargaining in its present form benefits no one but the guilty 
defendant. It cl~eates cynicism among the public; it discourages 
witnesses from cooperating; it demoralizes the police officer who in 
trying to do a good job; it returns the criminal to the streets; and is 
some cases it encourages the innocent defendant to "cop a plea 
with no jail time rather than await the opportunity to vindicate" 
himself at tria1. 

I do not advocate the abolition of plea bargaining. Properly used 
it may do substan.tial justice while controlling crowded court calendars. 
In its present form, however, it is simply a chea~ and fast means of 
preventing a total breakdown of the crlminal justlce system. 

The plea bargaining system cannot deal adequately with these 
offenders. We have had to devise new programs to concentrate 
re30urces on these cases. We have had to seek, and we have obtained; 
funding for our career criminal program from the Law Enforcement 
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Assistance Administration, 'I'his funding is essential since few urban 
prosecutors can afford to relieve their most experienced assistants 
of other responsibilities, reduce their caseloads and divert them to 
this specialized purpose. 

III our career criminal program we focus on the crimes of robbery, 
burglary, felonious assault against a stranger, grand larceny, and 
certain weapons olI'enses. Before we decide whether to accept a case 
for prosecution we consider the number and charges of prior arrests 
and convictions, the defendant's status at the time of his arrest, the 
length of time between the defendant's arrests, what crimes the 
defendant; has committed while serving prior noncustodial sentence~. 
the strength of the case, and possible mitigating factors. 

The typical defendant in our program has a record of 14 prior ar~ 
rests, 6 misdemeanor convictions, 1 felony conviction and is more 
likely than not on bail, parole, or conditional release on another case. 
More than 60 percent of the defendants have cases pending at the 
same time they are charged with the crimes for which they are referred 
to the program, 

Thus far 632 defendants have been the subject of special treatment 
under the program. Our results are impressive; 97 percent of the de~ 
fendants prosecuted by the program have been convicted. The com~ 
parable citywide figure is 76.8 percent. Of those defend.ants convicted, 
82 percent received State prison sentences; the comparable citywide 
figure is 53 percent. 

The average time from indictment to plea of guilty is less than 90 
days. The comparable citywide average is 130 days. 

The average time from indictment to jury verdict is less than 180 
days. The average citywide figure is 283 days. 

Eighty-six percent of the defendants pleaded guilty to the top 
charge or one count below. 

In addition to getting pleas and sentences that more honestly re~ 
flect the defendant's criminal record'md what he did, we have been 
able to obtain a higher conviction rate and a speedier disposition of 
cases. The career criminal program has created a renewed feelin~ of 
optimism and sense of purpose among participants in the crimmal 
justice process. 

'Ve have also been able to have more effective cooperation between 
the police department and the prosecutor's office. An experienced 
trial attorney selects a case for the career criminal program within 
hours of arrest .. Thorough investigation and preparrotion of the case 
for trial begin at this early stage. The arresting officer works closely 
with the assigned attorney who will handle the case until final dis~ 
position. Since the officer is intimately involved with the case during 
all stages of the prosecution, he comes to understand that an arrest 
without a conviction does very little to stop crime. He begins to realize 
that the prosecutor and court tll'e his allies, not his opponents, in the 
war on crime. He is motivated to perform the extra work that is often 
required to build stronger cases. Career criminal assistants are on call 
at all times to assist the police in obtaining search and arrest warrants 
and to provide legal and tactical advice. 

Programs like this must be expanded in New Y ol:k and throughout 
the rest of the country. The hope and optimism we have been able to 
generate must not be lost. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. MOl'genthau follows:] 
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There are those who say that crime is a cancer eating aWlty at the inn!.'r core of 
the city, turning it into a forgotten wasteland. Even those who have not been vic
thns of crime fear that their time is running out. People are afraid to use their 
parks, to travel the stl'eets aft!.'r dal'lt, The elderly are afraid to walk outside their 
apartments, even during the day. Families with young children leave the city if 
they can. Tourists and organizations holding conventions shy away from the city. 
Corporate headquarters, shopping centers and other businesses leave for the sub
urbs. Jobs are lost and so are taxes. 

There are others, however, who say that crime is not the cause of our economic 
decay. Rather, crime is the l·esult. Poverty, lack of opportunity, despair lead to the 
crimes which ravage our city. 

It is futile, I think, to argue ubout which of these perceptions is true. Both me 
true. Crime and the decay of our cities feed on euch other. It is impossible to deal 
effectively with one without deuling with the other. The problem we are ucldre""ing 
todo.y has no single answer, no easy solution. What is cl!.'ar, though, is that crime 
is an important factor in the decline of our cities. Anyone who carE'S ahout that 
deoline, and wunts to do something about it, must do something about crimp. 

Unfortunately, the traditional response to the problem of crime ho.s bpE'n to 
increase police department budgets in order to put more men und won1(>n on the 
streets to make more arrests. Hundreds of millions of dollo.rs have been spent on 
police forces-the most visible and politically-o.ttro.ctive pmt of the crimino.l 
justice system. Little thought, however, is given to the fact tho.t overbUl'dened 
courts and prosecutors cannot possibly process 0.11 of these cases in u fo.ir o.nci 
equitable manner tho.t protects both society and the rights of the accused. Too 
often cases, evell those involving offenders who have rep('ated their offens('s, are 
"bargained" awo.y because prosecutors o.nd courts cannot deo.l with the volume of 
criminal matter they have to handle. The criminal is soon back all the street after 
a brief passage through the revolving door of justice. 

A substantin.l number of defendants are benefitting from n.n overbmden!:'d 
crimino.l justice system; and th!:'y know it. Those who hay(' gpun their wo.y through 
the revolving door know how to manipulate the system so tho.t the fear of convic~ 
tion o.nd punishment is lOSing its bite, 

Plea 13m'gaining in its present form benefits no one but the guilty defendflUt. It 
creates cynicism among the public; it discourag('s witnesses from coopero.ting; it 
dcmomlizes the l)olice officer who is trying to do 0. good job j it retul'Us the criminal 
to the streets; and in some co.ges it encourages the innocent dl'fl'lldo.nt to "cop a 
plea" with no jt1il time ro.ther than await the opportunity to vindicate himsl'lf at 
trial. 

I do not advoco.te the ubolition of plen. bo.rgaining. Properly used it mo.y {~o 
SUbstantial justice while controlling crowded court calendanl. In its present form, 
however, it is simply a cheap and fast meo.ns of preventing a total breakdown of 
the criminal justice system. 

This system of pleo. bargaining is ;nost discouraging in the cases of those 
defendants-the career criminals-who are reHponsible for n lnrge proporti.on of 
the crimes. Recent studies ho.\'e disclosed tho.t relo.tively few people are responsihle 
for a relatively great amount of crime. A study reported in n. recent iHsue of the 
Naw Yorker mo.gazine ciisClosed that some defendants were arrested only once 
for every 125 crimes they had committecl and were eonvicted only once for every 
six arrests. In other Wurcis, they had committed 750 crimes for each conviction. 
In Manhattan, n. substo.ntial proportion of tbe arrests for robber and burglary 
involve people previously arrested for the SL'.me or similar crimes. 

Tbe plea bo.rgainiug system canuot deal n.dequn.tely with thcse offendcrs. \V (\ 
have had to devise new programs to concentJ'!.l.te resources on these cases. We have 
had to seek, n.nd we hn.ve obtained, fuuding ror our <lCal'eer Criminal PrOll;l'Um" 
frum LEAA. This funding is essential since fl~W urban pl'osecutors can afford to 
relieve their most experienced assistants of oth.er respoilsibilities, reduce their 
caseloads and divert them to this speciali.zed purpose. . 

In our Career Crimino.l Program we focu~ on the crime::; of robbery, burgl!lry, 
felonious assault against a Rtrunger, gl·ttndlnrcency and ccrtnin weapons offen,.;e". 
Before we decide whether to accept a case for proseoution we l\ol1sider the number 
and charger of prior arr!.'sts and conVictions, the defendant's st.atus o.t the time of 
his arrest, the length of time between the defendant's al'l'ests, what crimes the 
defencio.nt has committee! while serving prior non-custoc\io.J sentences, the strength 
of the case, and possible mitigating factors. 

The typical defendo.nt in our progmm has a record of 14 prior arrests, six 
misdemeanor conviotions, one felony conviction aL\c1 is more likely than not on 
bo.il, parole, or conditionall'elease on another case. More than 60 pernent of the 

J 
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defendants havc cases pending at the same time they are charged with the crimes 
for which they are reff'rrpr1 to the Program. 

Thus far 632 defendants have been the subject of special treatment under the 
program. Our results arc impressive. 

97% of the defendants prosecuted by the Program have been convicted. The 
comparahle city-widp figure is 76.8%. 

Of those defendants convicted, 82% received state prison sentences; the com
para ble city-wide figure is 53 %. 

The average time from indictment to plea of guilty is less than 90 days. The 
comparable city-wide average is 130 days. 

The avcrage time from indictment to jury verdict is less than 180 days. The 
average city-wide figure is 283 days. 

86 % of the defendants pleaded guilty to the top charge or one count below. 
In addition to getting pleas and sentences that more honestly reflect the de

fpndant's criminal record and what he did, we have been able to obtain a higher 
conviction rate and a speedier disposition of cases. The Career Criminal Program 
has created a renewed feeling of optimism and sense of purpose among participants 
in the criminal justice process. 

We have also been able to have more effective cooperation between the police 
department and the prosecutor's office. An experienced trial attorney selects a 
case for the Career Criminal Program within hours of arrest. Thorough investiga
tion and preparation of the case for trial begin at this early stage. The arresting 
officer works closely with the assigned attorney who will handle the case until 
final disposition. Since the officer is intimately involved with the case during all 
::ltngt's of the prosection, he comes to understand that an arrest without a con
viction does very little to stop crime. He begins to realize that the prosecutor and 
court arc his allies, not his opponents, in the war on crime. He is motivated to 
perform the extra work that is often required to build stronger cases. Career 
Criminal assistants are on call at all times to assist the police in obtaining search 
and arrest warrants and to provide legal and tactical advice. 

Programs like this must be expanded in New York and throughout the re;:t of 
the country. The hope and optimism we have been able to generate must not be 
lost. 

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Morgenthau, the progress of the prosecution 
in the career criminal program is very impressive. I was noticing in the 
testimony earlier only 50 cities have adopted it. That is difficult for 
me to understand, why we hav-e not done a great deal more in that 
period of time. 

I notice on the second page of your prepared statement it says a 
substantial number of defendants are benefiting from an overburdened 
criminal justice system and they know it. They are resolved to it so 
that the fear of conviction and punishment is losing its bite. 

There has been some testimony this morning and questioning on 
deterrent results and the certtdnty of punishment. What do you think 
about that? Do you think if there is a lessening of the certainty of 
punishment that the career criminal will feel less hindered in pursuing 
his course, that the certainty of punishment is a deterrent? 

Mr. MORGENTHAU. I think the certainty of punishment is a very 
important deterrent. It is important to get that defendant off the 
street as quickly as possible. I think it is a deterrent to other people 
joining that kind of activity if they lmow someone down the block 
has been picked up, arrested, and put away. I think it will be effective 
in stopping other people, particularly in robberies and burglaries 
where there is a very hiO'h rate of recidivism. 

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Morgenth~m, I have been turned off by 
things happening in plea bargaining where there have been gross 
miscarriages of justice. However, I speak to my colleagues in the legal 
profession who defend the process. I see you say, yes. it is proper under 
ce'rtain conditions. What can we do to t,ry to make it where it is a 
usable tool that doesn't result in some of the losses of confidence in 
the system? 
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Mr. MORGENTHAU. I think we have to have the capacity to try cases 
whenever the defense-or the prosecution wants to. If a defendant 
knows his case can be tried and then decides to plea, then there can be 
justice. When you get unreasonable dispositions is where there is no 
trial capacity, where the prosecutor knows he can't try the case and 
the defendant knows he can't try it and then you end up with very, 
very bad results from the stand:r,oint of the public. 

But as long as there is the availability of a trial and everyone knows 
that that case can go out to trial, then the plea that is accepted can be 
fair and reasonable. 

Senator BENTSEN. People are deeply concerned about ability of the 
local law enforcement people. I understand that and I am in total 
sympathy with that. But there is, as Mr. Harris said, a national 
problem involved here. What kind of a Federal commitment is neces
sary in trying to assist them? Do you feel this career criminal proO'ram 
and the techniques there are something we can have the help and the 
fundino· of the Federal Government for and at what level? 

Mr. 110RGENTHAU. I think at a significant level because that gives 
the local prosecutors the resources to concentrate on repeaters and on 
violent crllnes. Without that kind of help it is ext.l'aol'clmarily difficult 
for prosecutors to single out cases and say they 'will get special atten
tion, they will move quickly. 

There is a tendency now for U.S. attorneys to be reluctant to 
handle what they consider to be local crimes, reluct.ance on bank 
robbery cases, a number of other arens. The U.S. attorneys are de
clining prosecutions in cases where th(~re is not interstate travel so 
that a heavier burden is being put on local prosecutors, and it seems 
it is' entirely appropriate for ~ a very significant contribution can be 
made by the Federal Government to a problem that is both local 
and national. . 

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Smit.h, did I understand you to say that 
with the career criminals program you virtually eliminate plea 
bargaining? 

Mr. SMITH. Yes. That is one of the goals. In the type of plea 
be,r~uini.ng that would take aTmecl·robbery and reduce it to l.maTmed 
roboery, which is a very big step, therefore the criminal would not be 
subject to the same length of incarcm:ation. I think virtually the 
elimination of plea bargaining, or at least the type of plea bargaining 
that ends in reduced chaTges-in other words, yoU may have someone 
chal'ged with five aTmed robberies and drop three and take two. You 
will be in tho same position from a sentencing point of view as you 
would be if you convicted him on all five. 

So by dropping three-that is not necessarily detrimental to the 
system. But 1f you drop them to an unarmed robbery or just a regular 
grand th(~ft or something of that nature, then you aTe plen, baTgaining. 
You are l.~iving aWB,y the courthouse as I say. I don't like to see that. 

Mr. CUn'l'IS. If I may respond to your question on resources. I 
would like to quote from my prepared statement: 

One estimnJ,c is t.hat, if 2 in 10 convicted offenders were sent to prison instead 
of the present rute d 1 in 10, up kl $5 billion would be needed immediately to 
improve current conditioll2 find to insure the housing, feeding, and care of the 
new group, 

If crime l'ntes (1ontinue to rise and iI'reforms that logically interface wHh prison 
expansion are carried out, the co~t of tlriminnl justice reform is estimated at up to 
$15 billion. Presently, the Federal crim.inal justice agency, LEAA, hus an appro-

----------------------------------
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priation of $700 to $800 million, and, because of bloc grants, most of this money 
is outside of its control. 

Senator BEN'rsEN. It seems to me from the testimony I have heard 
from those who have spoken to that point, that there is a unanimity 
of feeling about the necessity of improving the Federal prison system, 
or the prison system be it Federal or State. Am I correct in that? 

Mr. S~UTH. In Ohio it is absolutely essential. We are practically 
out of space now. 

Senator BENTSEN. Let me ask you on plea bargaining-one of the 
things that always concerns me is that you get into a situation where 
they are not talking about a case of delay in trial, but they are sayin~, 
we want to get additional evidence against someone else involved III 
the crime. So we say to this fellow, we recommend 5 years instead of 10 
years, to the court, if you testify against this other participant in the 
crirne. That has always worried me. 

It seems to me a situation where you end ul? offering a fellow $50,000 
agoinst the other fellow in the crime. 'l'hat IS absolutely wrong. But 
if you offer him 5 years of his life, that is supposed to be aU right. 

Mr. MORGEN'fRAU. The problem, Senator, is that you have to 
have witnesses and you will not find choirboys as witnesses. So 
gen.erally the person you will turn to is a confederate. 

I am sure every ~rosecutor says this, if you lie to us, you will be in 
more trouble than if you don't tell us anything. But if you do cooper
ate, it will be reflected in the kind of sentence you receive. 

Senator BENTSEN. But those fellows are not choirboys. That is, of 
comse, a very valid point. But they are also the type that don't 
mind lying a bit. Particularly if 5 years--

Mr. MORGENTHAU. We will check out their stori.es right to the end. 
Often it involves telling us where the money is or where the gun can be 
found, that kind of thing that may not be direct evidence but can be 
substantiated and enable us to continue. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. But isn't there a question-and I 
am sorry Mr. Dash is not among us this morn:1ng-of legal ethics 
5nvolvec1 here? 

Mr. MORGENTHAU. I hope not. 
Representative BROWN of Ohio. It came to my mind when the 

chairman asked the question. 
Mr. MORGENTHAU. In order to prove a crime :rou have to have a 

wi1;ness, preferably more than one witness. The only way you are going 
to do that in many cases is to get-particularly where there is organized 
crime or a number of people involved, you have iiO turn one of those 
defendants and get him to testify. 

You won't take his testimony unless you are sure you can corrobo
rat.e the things he has told you by other means. But it he does testify 
thoro has to be some inducement to him. The public wants criminals 
convicted. Society needs the convictions. But you have to have 
wil~nesses. 

Under our system you can't just say, hey, you did it. One of the 
.frustrating things is we know oftentimes who has committed a crime 
but we have no witnesses. 

Representa,tive BROWN of Ohio. But don't ethics speak to that? 
Mr. MORGENTHAU. I don't think there is anything unethical about 

th~lt.. 

~~_\-----,------------------.---------------------------
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Representative BROWN of Ohio. Do the canons of legal ethics speak 
to it, or should it be addressed in legal ethics? 

Mr. MORGENTHAU. The ethical question would arise if you try to 
persuade someone to commit prejury. That would not only be unethical 
but illegal. But I don't think there is anything unethical in a de
fendant's lawyer tellini?; the defendant if you cooperate ''lith the 
people you will get consIderation. 

I remember a Federal jud~e from Louisiana who used to sit on the 
court in N ew York. He would always get the defendants in and say, 
gentlemen, if you go to trial and are convicted, you will get justice. 
If you plead guilty and cooperate with us, you 'will get mercy. 

I had a little discussion with the judge about that because I don't 
think that that was a proper statement to be made, because I thought 
it was putting pressure on the defendant. One of those cases where 
he made that statement ,vas taken up to the court of appeals in 
in which the defendant declined to cooperate, went to trial, and was 
convicted, and it was taken to the court of appeals and was reversed 
because of coercion. 

But, the defense lawyer can always tell his client, I can tell you if 
you cooperate you will get consideration for it. The prosecutor does 
not need to say anything. 

Senator JAVITS. I noticed what you have done about the career 
criminal program, and I think it is excellent. The whole strike force 
idea is a very sound one. What I would like to ask you, sir, is: Are 
we doing as much as we can along those lines? 

As a sophisticated prosecutor, you know that t.he rehabilitation 
business is a very slim reed, and cases of recidivism are unbelievably 
great. However, there are defendants in prison who can be rehabili
tated such as first offenders, certain types of white-collar criminals, 
certain types of drug addiction, et cetera, but this takes a large amount 
of cooperation from the business community in terms of jobs and from 
the governmental community in terms of training. For example, I 
remember Riker's Island as being one of the first training programs 
organized. I wonder whether you would want to organize a consor
tium in the metropolitan area. We have five district attorneys and, 
counting those in the suburbs, approximately 16 million people. We 
then could use such a consortium of the prosecuting officials to reach 
out beyonel their own means in order to expand the universe of activity 
in whlCh they engage, because otherwise it seems to fall between 
the cracks and nothing gets done. 

Mr. l\10RGENTHAU. I think that could be very valuable. Certainly 
we are concerned about what happens to defendants after they have 
been convicted and what opportunities there are for rehabilitation 
and jobs. You are rigM, there is little being done. I am the chairman 
of the Governor's commission on sentencing, and one of the problems 
we are looking into is what happens to sentenced prisoners and what 
the opportunities are. I think it is important that we remember that 
you cannot lock them up and throw the keys away. Since virtually 
everybody that goes to prison comes out, we will have to deal with 
them in one way or anotlier when they reenter society. 

Senator JAVITS. I hope that with your expertise you would be able 
to tell us what the proper channel would be for irnplementin~ this 
p!,ogrmn. Wou1cl it be through the Governors taking our collectIOn of 
New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, or directly through the 
prosecuting official? 
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Mr. MORGENTHAu. It mi~ht be helpful through the Governors. 
Senator JAVITS. I would thmk so, too. If we could get the Governors 

to take un interest and use our area as a laboratory, this program could 
be very helpful. 

Mr. MORGENTHAU. I think you are right. 
Senator JAVITS. I will try if I can to stimulate it, Mr. Morganthau, 

and invoke your name in the process, and then they will be back to 
you. 

May I make another suggestion? I noticed that much of your testi
mony is confined to what you are doing; I appreciate it and my 
compliments to you on your success in that regard. !IO\\,ever, are there 
any other suggestions you would have for us? After all, we are on the 
Federal level. 

For example, the treatment of arrests for use of marihuana, et 
cete,ra, was mentioned here, and the idea of bringing in the Oregon or 
comparabl0 experiences. Would you like the idea of dealing with a crime 
of possessing small quantities of marihuana with a civil summons 
pro}1osition? 

MI'. MORGENTHAu. I would think that would be fine. We do not 
prosecute possession of small sums of marihuana. We decline prosecu
tion on those kinds of cases. 

On others I think the Federal Government could be helpful. I mean 
the States need witness protection programs. We cannot put people 
in the Federal program unless, in effect, we turn that witness over to 
the Federal authorities, and he ceases to be our witness. Often this is 
beyond the resources of the county prosecutors, and we need some 
provision for funding witness protection programs so that we could 
protect people. That would be very helpful. 

The other area I think generally that is important is really to 
improve the cooperation between the police and the prosecutors. I 
thfuk there is a significant gap in understandin~ of the relationships. 
I think that, for instance, in New York and I thmk elsewhere, when a 
man is arrested that file is literally stamped "closed," and, of course, 
that is when the prosecutor's job be~ins, and I think this is a sourCG of 
frustration and irritation to the ,Pohce. They do not understand what 
is happening to the case, and it IS a problem for the prosecutor not to 
have that continuing help and assistance. But the pressure is on the 
police department to get those men back on the street. I think some 
helpful work could be clone in this area to improve understanding and 
relationships between the prosecutors and the police department. 

Senator JA VITS. Is that properly at LEU program? 
Mr. MORGENTHAU. I think it is. 
Senator JAVITS. We should try to interest them in that as a com

mittee in your judgment? 
Mr. MORGENTHAu. Yes. 
The other area is that in the whole State of New York we only 

have one security facility for juvenjle offenders which are ages 13, 14, 
15, and that facility only has 80 beels. So that means that of all of 

.. the juvenile offenders involved in rapes, homicides, robberies, which 
is a very significant number, there are only 80 that can be incarcerated 
at anyone time; and there are virtually no Federal facilities as far 
as I know for that. So that is a serious problem and there are limited 
facilities for the incarceration of youthful offenders 16 to 19. And the 
thing th~t we, as a society, realize but we have not acted on is a high 
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percentage of violent crime is committed by people 19 and under, and 
that percentage increases every year. And judges are understandably 
reluctant to send people to adult prisons. They cannot do that in the 
case of juveniles i they can in the case of youthful offenders. 

There is no room for juvenile offenders. Somebody commented the 
other day, it used to be that a juvenile looked like he was 12 when 
he was 15. How when a 15-year-old comes to the court he looks 
like he is 25. 

We arc ?'etting an increasing number of crimes committed by 
young people and we are not prepared to handle that, either at the 
State or Feclerallevel. 

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much .. 
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you, Mr. Javlts. 
I am particularly pleased to hear of the progress made on the 

career criminal program, because that was my amendment to the 
1976 act, and I can recall at that time some of the officials of LEAA 
were opposing the program but I felt we should have some emphasis 
here and not Just on hardware, and apparently it has made substan
progress. 

Mr. MOR.GENTHAU. Tremendous help. 
Senator BENTSEN. Senator Mathias also wanted to testify today, 

but was unable to attend because of conflicting schedules. I wlll 
take his prepared statement and insert it in the record at this point. 

[The prepared statement of Senator Mathias follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES MeC. MATHrAS, JR., A U.S. SENATOR 
FROll1 THE STATE OF MARYLAND 

Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to be here today as the Joint 
Economic Subcommit.tee on Economic Growth considers the interrelationship 
between crime and urban decay. I congratUlate the Subcommittee for calling 
nativnal attention to this topic by scheduling today's hearing. 

Urban crime is not a new phenomenon. In fact, as Robert Gold has noted in 
his "Urban Violence tmcl Contemporary Defensive Cities": "many early civiliza
tiOlll'l created organizations to maintain pltblic order and prevent crime in cities." 
Among the first to develop police forces to combat urban crime were the Hebrews, 
Chinese, Greeks, and Roman!'l. Although the problem of urban crime apparently 
ab1Lted somewhat during the :Middlc Ages, by the Fifteenth Ccntury it once again 
had become a mujor problem in Europe. In both France und England crime 
eventually became so severe that large sections of their cities were dominated by 
criminal elements. As Gold describes the situation: 

"The prevalance of crime in eurly eighteenth century London was much higher 
than in uny other pnrt of Englund. Conditions of crime and public disorder during 
this period were similur to tho~e in Inte sixteenth-century Paris. Criminals und 
destitutes occupied whole db:;tricts which were corr~pletely outside the control of 
public authorities. To protect them~elves, and their property, citizens armed them
selves, barricaded their dooril, and kept off the streets at night .... (T)here were 
entire populationI' living in den'lely settled slum districts of London whose sole 
mean;; of subsistence wafl crime .... There was little if any security for law~ 
abirling citizenR, who armed thems('lves und their servants nnel fodified their 
hOll~e~. Mnny people kept pb,t.ols within rench .... Similar conclitlol1..s existed 
in other English citiefl in the Inte eighteenth century as towns grew quickly in 
size and environmental condition" deteriorated during the Industrial Revolution." 

Nor wm; tho infant United Stutes long immuno from the plague of urban crime. 
A::. thr impnct of the Indu,;trial Revolution nnd large Rcnle immigration began to 
tranRform the Uniterl StateR into nn industriulizecl, urban nation, crime came to 
America's growing cities. . 

Today, crime Rtill stalks Olll' cities. More and more our elderly citizens withclrnw 
into isolation rather than ri~k assttlllt, on the str('et". Everywhere shopkeepers and 
householder~ alike hnvo nrmed thems('lvcS against intruc\l'rs. Although nO group 
ancl no area nrc out of crime's rench, non-whitesnre·four times more likely to be 
vjc.tim~ of crime than whites, aecording to the Urban League. 

. 
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As our citios grew and their problems bocame more complex, urban crime took 
all new dimensions. As former Attorney General Ramsey Olark has stated: 

"In every major oity in the Unitod States you will find that two-thirds of the 
arrests take placo among only abouG two per oent of the population. Where is that 
area in every.city? Well, it's in the same phtce where infant mortality is four times 
higher than in the city as a whole; where the death rate is 25 per .cent higher; 
where life expecto.noy is ten yem's shorter; where common communico.ble diseo.ses 
with the potential of physical and mental damage are six and eight and ten times 
more frequent; where alcoholiHm and drug addiction are prevalent to a degree far 
transcending that of the rest of the city; where edutiation is poorest-the oldest 
school buUdings, the most crowded and turbulent schoolrooms, the fewe~t certified 
tenchers, the highest rate of dropouts; where the average formal schooling is four 
to six years loss than for the city as a whule. Sixty per cent of the children in Watts 
in 1965lived with only one, or ncithcr, of their parents." ' 

This situation is untenable. But, the failure of government to adequately pro
tC'ct its citizens against crime haB not been for lack of trying. We have spent 
millions of dollars and thousands of man·hours to control crime. Everyday our law 
enforcement officers put their lives on the line. But crime still blights our cities. 

I think it is fair to say that our cities will never be truly livable until we make 
them safe. We cannot expect to attract families back to the inner cities in large 
numbers until we cnn promise thcm safe strcets and safe schools. Regrettably, we 
cannot make thesc promises. 

Mr. Ohairman, the Oongress, including this Subcommittee, is in the midst of 
revipwing legh<lutive proposals to revitalizc our Cities. The importance of this task 
cannot be underestimated. Oities are the life-blood of our national economy and 
the Rouree of our prosperity. Our nation's future in large part dcpends on the 
success of these efforts to rejuvenate urban America. 

But, it would be short~ighted indecd, if we did not acknowledge at the outset 
that any comprehemive plan for saving America's cities must contain an effective 
anticrime component. The absence of sucb a component in President Oarter's 
urban paokage gives me great pause. 

It secms to me that it is incumbent upon Oongress to fill this void in the Presi· 
dent's progrmn. ,Ve must review the record of our effort to control urban crime, 
to discover both where we have gone wrong and what we can learn from the ex· 
perience. Then we must develop new, innovative programs to help make OUr cities 
livable again. 

Fortunately, I don't think we huve to look far to find the appropriate starting 
point for such an urban antiorime component. Today, one of the most impOl'tr.nt 
und innovative anticrime programs to come along in years is in full swing in cities 
throughout our nation. It holds out great hope for the futUre. I'm I'efening to the 
so-called career criminal programs developed by the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (LEAA) in the early 1970's. There is no doubt about the success 
of these programs. Approximately 25 cities are now operating federally funded 
career criminal programs. A number of others are being run without federal 
funds, including three in my own state of Maryland. Recently, the California 
legislature appropriated $3 million to fund their l'areer criminal programs. . 

At the heart of these programs is the recognition that a relatively small number 
of repeat offenders have proved respoll/;ible for alm'ge proportion of serious crime. 
For example: 

A recent study of 10,000 persons by University of Pennsylvania Researoher 
1-.1urvin ·W olfgang reveals thn t 650 chronic offenders were responsible for H of all 
the arrests and % of the crime committee by the group over a five~year period. 

Another study revealed that between 1971 and 1975 in Washington, D.O., seven 
percent of those arrested for serious crimes accounted for 2'1, percent of all such 
arrestS. Some criminals were arrested up to 10 time::; during that pet·iod. 

One reason for this perplexing state of affairs was identified as long ago as 1921 
by Roscoe'Pound. In his revealing study of the Oleveland criminal courts, Pound 
discovered that lithe }lrofessional 'criminal and "hil'! advisers have learned rapidly 
to use this mo.chinery and make devices intended i.o temper the applicl\tion of 
criminal lo.w to the oocasional offender as a means or excape for the habitual 
offend cr." 

The situation today is still much as Pound rescribed it 56 yem's ago, Obviously, 
it must be remedied. We must develop u mecho.nism to identif~r these ~'epeuters 
and to process them quickly through the criminal justicc system. 

What we need is a systcm that will promote: 

.-.-----.-----~_J 
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Prompt identification of repeat offenders through the use of computers and 
other means j 

Expeditious prm:ecution of career criminals with emphasis on reduction of 
pre-trinl, trial, and sentencing delaYRj 

Creation of special teams of prosecutors and investigators to follow career 
criminals through the criminal system; and 

Sharp restrictions on plea bargaining by career criminals. 
I am convinc('d that the career criminal pl'ograms produce such a system. 
To date, report,; on !tpplication on the career criminal concept ntttiowide [11'0 

encouraging. Testifying before the Subcommittee of the Judiciary of the District 
of Columbia Committee, Earl Silbert, United Stat('s Attorney for thc District of 
Columbia, termed the District's repeat offender program "Operation Doorstop" 
an unqualified success. He reported that: 

"During the first eight and one-half months of operation (from August 16, 1976 
through April 30, 1977) ... of thos(' defendants who were charged by informa
tion or indictment by the United States Attorney's office and whose cases have 
been disposed of, 94 percent have b('('n convicted ... " 

I am encouraged by these results. They justify making the career criminal 
concept an intel'gral part of OUI' nationsll'ffort to revitalize our beleagured citiC's. 
For this reason, on January 10, 1977, I introduced S. 28, Thc Repeat OffC'nders 
Pl'osecution and Prison Improvements Act of Hl77. 

Title I of S. 28 makes available a program of technical and financial assistance 
foJ' coreeI' criminal programs in localities wih populations of 250,000 01' more. 

In framing this bill, I purposely provided a specific program under LEAA, with 
its own appropriation in order to insure that career criminal programs not lose 
out in the annual competition for LEAA funcis. 

S. 28promotes career criminal proj('cts in several ways. It establishes an Office 
within LEA A headed by a Presidential appointee, to administer career criminal 
grunt projects. This Office would also provide technical assistance to qualifying 
communities to help them plan, develop, and administer such Projects. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of S. 28 is that it is not a one-shot demon
stration project. I I1ltl awure that there has been a reluctance on the part of some 
jurisdiction!; to apply ~or LEAA career criminal grants because of the burden 
which remains after thp. federal funds terminate. This is understandable. Dollars 
nre scarce ancl career criminal programs often are expensive to operate. To deal 
with this issue, I specifically included in S. 28 a provision for continued annual 
funding for cm'eOl· criminal projects as long as they were needed and operated in 
conformity with provisions set forth in the bill. And, S. 28 gives due consideration 
to/rojects which pre-date enactment of the hill. 

am convinced that the enactment of S. 28 or similar legislation will guaran
tee that on-going career criminal programs are not discontinued for lack of funds 
and that jurisdictions do not forego starting such a project for fear that their 
federal funds will he cut off sometime. 

Mr. Chairman, as you are well !tware, efforts are underway to restructure LEAA. 
The possibility of such reorganization raises an importunt question: Can we be 
sure that the highly successful career criminal programs will be continued re
gardless of how LEAA is reorganized? I have proposed this question both to 
Deputy Attorney General Civiletti, and to those responsible for the adminis-
tration of these programs. I have been assured that the Administration's plans ,1 
for reOl'gHnizing LEA A will not threaten the continuation of these excellent 
programs. We, in Congress, must be vigilant to insure this result. 

I would like to end with a warning from Leslie T. Wilkins in "Crime and Crim
inal Justice at the Turn of the Century": 

"The probability that the criminal justice system will suffer a complete break- " 
down beofre the year 2000 cannot be discounted. If Jaw and social control systems ii' 
arc to accommodate change in their environment at the necessary rate, a new 
philosophy as well as quite ciifferent operating procedures must be worked out. I 
. . . If we wish for a better kind of future for criminal justice, we must start to 
invent it now." " 

I believe that the success of these career criminal programs gives us a head 
start on this inventive process. ~ I 

Senl1tor BENTSEN. Are there other comments? 
Mr. HARRIS. District Attorney Morgenthau tl1lked I1bout juvenile ! 

crime. We did do 11 survey on this I1bout 1 yel1r ago I1nd I was struck • I,· 

by the bct we asked people I1t whl1t age I1bout they think I1n offender I 
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ought to be treated as an adult, and the cutoff age was 18. They felt 
below that they ought to be treated differently. 

We did probe it, but what they wanted was not less severe treat
ment but isolated treatment, and this ties to what Mr. Morganthau 
was saying because in a sense the .choice the public thought they had
and this is what I think led to some degree to a decline in confidence 
in law enforcement-was a choice between saying, ,vell, either we let 
off these young potential offenders or criminals or we lump them in 
with the adult criminals. The public, I think, has lived with this issue 
a long time and has come to be articulate and feels: Be firm with them 
but in their own area rather than just throw them in. 

"Why do y'1U want them thrown in? They will become more har
dened and learn from the older ones," and I suspect that is what you 
are fmding. 

Mr. MORGENTHAU. Yes. 
Representative BROWN of Ohlo. I would like to pursue that point 

with you, IVIr. },'Iorganthau, and Mr. Smith and any others. 
A lot of people think that prisons are training schools or universities 

for crime because the first offender is dumped in with the-"That some 
people call-hardened criminals. rrhe hardened criminals then literally 
spread their criminal image or capacity through these first offenders 
that mi~ht otherwise be cured. 

You mdicated the limitations on juvenile facilities in the State of 
N e\y York. Yet I understand that one of the proposals made in con
nection with the Olympic winter program in New York is that the 
facilities for the program be built in upstate New York in such a way 
that they will protect the athletes from any repeated Munich experi
ence, where the international terrorists killecl Israeli athletes. The nORe 
is that then aft,er the Olympics are over that might; be used as a j uvemle 
facility. But there are people, including church groups, organizing to 
oppose that facility because they feel that we should not build more 
facilities to incarcerate criminals, but that there should be an increased 
use of shock programs to turn them back out into the street. 

Would you comment on that, MI'. Morgenthau 01' Mr. Smith? 
Mr. MORGENTHAU. The plan to get a second use out of those 

facilities is a very sound one, assuming that you believe we need more 
facilities for juveniles, which I very strongly believe we do. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. And separate facilities. 
Mr. MORGEN'l'HAU. And separate, absolutely. One of the reasons 

we have so much juvenile crime and youthful offender crime is we 
do not have the facilities, and judges are reluctant to send them to 
maximum-security prisons which they do with 16 and 19 year olds, 
but, we have virtually no secure facilities for the juveniles. So I 
believe, yes. Unfortunately, there are some young people who are 
committed to a life of crime and the only thing we can do is get them 
off the streets for the protection of society. 

Mr. Sl\IITH. We have just instituted what might be called a career 
criminal juvenile program. We call it the "dangerous juvenile offender 
program." rrhere is only one other lilee it in the United States. Here, 
the prosecutor screens the rapist, the person under 18 V,.'}l0 has com
mitted a serious crime, a violent crime, and has a prior record of 
violent crime or repeated felony offenses. We have them bound over 
and tried as an aclult for the purpose of having more of an incar
ceration potential than what we now have as the maximum under the 
juvenile laws of the State of Ohio. 
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In preparing for thnt, and preparing for the grunt we received from 
LEAA, 01..11' studies showed that 25 percent of all violent crimes in 
the United States are committed by persons under 18 years of age. 
These figures further reinforce the concept of separate facilities for 
some juveniles. 

We nre tryinO' to sepnrate the clangerous juvenile offender from 
the status offender, the person who is consistently running awny nnd 
things of that nature, so they do not serve time together. Yon really 
must luwe more than a juvenile facility. You must have a dangerous 
juvenile facilit,y, and alternative forms of treatment for the non
violent juvenile. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. I~et me try to bring: together 
something on this subject. Mr. Hnrl'is, the polis tel', saYB'thero is a 
schizoid nature in the pUbliC nbout nnrcotics, prostitution, some of the 
victimless crimes, nne you and the chief have snid that these very 
areas are breeding grounds 1'01' crime and help finance orgimized crime 
and finance those who commit more violent crimes. Then you nnel 
111'. l\,fol'genthuu have said that social deprivation is also lL breed
ing ground for juvenile crime. 

My question is, with the limited resources of the Federal Govprn
ment, if we had the choice about doing something about some of 
these problems, where should we begin? 

You know, our capacity is limited to deal with some of it. Should 
we begin with youth employment? That ,,,ould keep the kids off 
the streets, give them a job and a worthwhile start in life. A few years 
ago we thought it was urban renewal: Just tear the old buildings 
down and b1..uld new ones and the city is better and everything: will 
be lovely. But we found out that some ugly old building::! werc re
placed by ugly new ones, while it did not solve tho problems of the 
city. 

Is it narcotics convictions? Is it neighborhood maintenllnee in 
terms of cleanliness and the economic liability of it? WhN'e ii'! the 
first place to attack, or do we just build new illCal'ceration fncilities? 

Senator BENTSEN. I have a conflicting engagement, itn(l if you 
gentlemen will eX,cuse me I am pleased· that you have appeared. 
I do not want to mterrupt the Congretlsman. Thank you. 

Mr. Sl\I1TH. I would like to comment on that. I think I cnn ::;peak on 
behalf of the more than 3,000 prosecuting attorneYH who are members 
of the National District Attorneys Association. rrhe violent, Cllreer 
criminal is the number one enemy of big city life. Wo hoye got to 
meet the problem head on and not try to work around it. I think that 
is the whole purpose of the career criminal program. 

Getting specihcally to your question, Congressman Brown, I think 
that by virtue of LEAA's providing, and Senator Bentsen's worth
while amendment that enabled that providing, 1"0 wero able to 
establish the career criminal program. At the same time, we were 
able to sell the program to our county commissioners. I can sell it 
because I can show all we have been able to do, and tlw,t is vital. i 
I do not believe thr-.t it would take Federal money to establi::;h othel' ! 
crime fighting programs throughout the United States. Possibly, ~'I 
local funds could be redistributed. But, as I pointed out in my pre~ 
pared testimony, fund in 0' for other Federal projects, for example, I' 
urban renewal projects, ~lOuld be contingent upon establishment of • . 
a career criminal type program or a crime fighting progmm. You have 
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to o,ddress both problems. We must tell our cities we are not going to 
give you all this money for, say, youth employment and other pro~ 
grams, if you do not hfive any Wfiy to handle the crime problem. 
Obviously the problems of urbfin decay and urban cr.une are inter
related. 

Mr. MORGENTHAU. I would figree genel'ally with Mr. Smith. 
I could not sit here in good conscience and tell you puttin?' money 
up for prosecution of career criminfils will solve fill the problems of 
urban decay. It is a many~sided problem and jobs for the young is 
an importfint pfirt of thfit. 

Crime is a significant fficet in that it does drive people out of the 
city if they can afford to leave. r would hope, therefore, any urbfin 
renewal pl'oject would consider prosecution of violent crimes find 
repeaters who commit them. That is the most serious problem. 

Mr. HARRIS. One of the things, Mr. Chairmfin, in this HUD study 
we did, one is a comment on trying to get it together and the second 
is some of the results, and this WfiS striking to me, r hfid not refilly 
thought it out before, is thfit the Federal Government is deeply 
flawed-that is a judgment r am making-in not always, somehow 
attficking problems in a kind of segmented wav. 

You isolate a problem that, let us say, in the cities we will apply a 
lot of money and programs here to solve that problem. Then you go 
out and you have another pro~rfim find you attack that toto,1ly sep
arately to a point where-this IS tru~ in south BroIL,\:. Somebody told 
me that there were t,vo new public schools designfitecl to be built with 
no children to go to t.he schools. The reason was tho,t there is a Federal 
aid progrfim to build schools and that ,,'as the site chosen, and willy~ 
nilly, the people running it did not think in terms of the commul1ity 
or people's lives thn.t they wore administering this to. And it seems to 
me what you need in the Fedol'allevel is some notion: You keep one 
thing in mind which would be whfit docs this do to the n!1ture of the 
lives of the people who live thore. If you could just ask that question, 
and whfit does it do to enhfince 01' sort of split fiPfil't further the sense 
of community that exists in cities. It seems to me that this would be 
an enormous step forward, find yet for the life of mt', the deeper we 
get into it, the more we see this fl'U[!;mentation. And the worst part 
of all, you spawn bureaucracies, which have an almost blinders-on 
limited scope. and they fight lilre the .devil for their o,vn progrnms and 
do not really think th!1t they have any kind of relationship to anything 
else. If you began to put them together, and this is just as pertinent 
with crime as well, you can approfich the pl'ogrum without also finding 
out whfit else is being done. We do not think that way. Somehow we 
get overorganized, splintel'ized, and in the progress r suspect literally 
tens of millions of dollars get wasted this way. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Do any of the rest of you have 
comments? 

~IIr. CURTIS. ,Tust a few points. I genero.Uy agree with the other 
speakers, especially on the neod for comprehonsive programs. r might 
add that HUD and LEA.A. for the first time are combming forces for 
an integrated attack on crime in the cities. It is still in the clevelop~ 
mental stage, but we are talking ill ways that we have not before. 

r would go back to my statistics: Present,ly 1 in 10 people who fire 
convicted go to prison. To change the ratio to 2 in 10, you have to 
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spend perhaps $15 billion more. That is a lot of money. I believe some 
of it should be spent on career criminals-type programs because they 
are important, but certainly not all of it. I wouldl'tlmind you that it 
is less mq)ensive to spend 4 years at Howard University than to spend 
4 years in prison. 

111y own particular emphasis would be on the youth problem, consid
ering the relationship between youth unemployment and youth crime. 
I would ,,'ant to target youth programs on the rehabilitation of the 
inner city. I would return to the recommendations of the 1969 vio
lence commission on which I served. "Ve called for both protection of 
the public through the criminal justice system and provision o[ econo
mic opportunit.y' for minority populations. 

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Gentlemen, thank you very much. 
The subcommittee is adjourned. 

[Whereupon. at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to 
the call of the Chair.] 

[The following information was suhsequently supplied for the 
record:] 

Hon. LLOYD BENTSEN, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.O. 

OFFICE· ':!F THE SHERIFF, 
HARRIS COUNTY, 

Houston, Tex., May 24-, 1978. 

DEAR SENATOR: It is my understanding that you have requested written 
testimony from local officials concerning how they view the federnl role in assisting 
law enforcement. Following are my suggestions: 

1. An expansion of assistance available from the Federnl Bureau of Investi
gation to local law enforcement agencies, particularly in the realm of criminal 
investigations and apprehension of criminals who cross stllte borders, would be of 
tremendous value to local jurisdictions. F.B.I. assistance is presently available 
on a restricted basis; however, there do not appeal' to be any uniform, clear-cut 
guidelines as to what help is available and under what specific condition.>. The 
F.B.I. has unique expertise and capabilities which, if expanded to more directly 
support local law enforcement efforts, could contribute significantly to a nation
wide crime reduction. 

2. If federnl funds may be available to support law enforcement needs on a 
local level, such support should be direct from the federal agency to the local 
jurisdiction and the guidelines for obtaining such assistnnce simplified. The 
existing cumbersomc process for obtaining L.E.A.A. grants seems to inhibit, 
rather than encourage, many local jurisdictions from initiating crime-fighting 
efforts which require funding b .'yond their local budgets. . 

3. Any support the federal governm~nt may nccord to sWlft and certain 
justice for offenders would not only assist local law enforcement, but it would 
alleviate the overcrowding which is currently rampnnt in jails throughout this 
nation. Since prolonged pre-trial incarceration appears to he a violation of the 
individual's constitutional and civil rights, it is suggested that this may be the 
avenue through which the federnl government may mandate and cnforce speedy 
trials within state and county jurisdictions! 

4. Increasingly, federal courts are mandating nrchitecturnl nnd opemtional 
changes within jails and the implementntion or expansion of programs for inmates. 
Such court-ordered changes are generally very costly and often times dependent 
on local bond elections which mayor may not be npproved by local citizens. 
In Illy opinion, it is not unreasonable to receive federal financial assistance for 
complying with such orders issued by federal courts! Again, the process for 
obtaining federal assistance should be direct and simplified. 

As a matter of information, I heartily endorse your position with respect to 
career criminals, and commend you for the positiye leadership you are according 
to urban crimc policy. 

Very truly yours, 
JACK HEARD, Sheriff, 

\ 
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Washington, D.C. 
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OFFICE OF THE DIS'l'RIC'l' ATTORNEY, 
Harris C01tnty, Tex., June 7, 1978. 

DEAR LLOYD: Knowing of your keen interest in improving the quality of law 
enforcement, I want to take this opportunity to report to you on several signif
icant improvements in the criminal justice system that have been made possible 
through federal grant moneys administered by the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration. Your support for the Career Criminal Project and other programs 
has been a significant factor in the provision of funds which have enabled this 
office to greatly improve prosecution of career criminals, modernization of case 
screening procedures, and the provision of greater services to victims and witnesses. 
The purpose of this letter is to outline the accomplishments of five major programs 
which have been made posRible through LEAA funds. I 

The Harris County District Attorney's Office has received approximately five 
million dollars over the paflt seven years in LEAA grants. These grants have 
enabled this office to initiate vital programs in five areas: the Career Criminal 
Project, the Special Crimes Project, the ECOl,0mic Crimes Project, the Cage 
Screening Project and the Victim/Witness Assistance Program. Without federal 
support through the LEAA, these vital programs would not have been possible. 
Career Criminal Project 

As you knO\v our office instituted the first Career Criminal Program in the 
United States with an initial LEAA grant of $295,473.00. During its first two 
years of operation, this program disposed of 511 cases. In these cases, only nine 
defendants were acquitted and only seventeen were placed on probation. The 
IlVerage sentence of those incarcerated was 30.4 years. 

LEAA funding over the past three years has totaled approximately $861,000. 
DUring the first two years the additional cost per conviction duc to LEAA funds 
was about $1,177. This is a small investment to convict a career criminal who 
poses such a significant threat to the urban community. Incarcerating a career 
criminal, convicted of three prior felonies, and perhaps many other unsolved 
crimes, is a major step in reducing the incidence of urban crime. The Career 
Criminal Project removes the relatively small group of criminals responsible 
for an inordinate amount of serious crimes. 

In 1975, when the Career Criminal Project was initiated in Houston, robberies 
decreased by 11.3%, and in 1976 decreased again by 13%. This is especially 
significant in view of the dramatic increase in Houston's population during those 
years. No other program has had as great an effect on the spiraling crime rate. 
Economic Crimes and Special Crimes 

The Economic Crimes Project consists of a special prosecution task forcE' that 
deals with consumer fraud, organized crime, and white collar crime. Prior to the 
LEAA Grant, these areas were relatively untouched by local law enforcement 
agencies which lacked the expertise and manpower to investigate these often 
complex cases. 

Currently, The Special Crimes Project has a staff of thirty, handling cases 
from investigation through trial in the areas of narcotics trafficking, gambling, 
official corruption, major frauds, and offenses against community standards. 
Within The Special Crimes Bureau we have also organized a Consumer Fraud 
Division which receives ovor 200 complaints a week involving deceptive trade 
practices. 

While the LEAA has provided approximately $1,164,043.00 to fmance our 
Special Crimes Bure/tu, we have collected over $6,000,000 in restitution for the 
citizens of Harris County. In both the Economic and Special Crimes Projects, 
the county government has assumed financialresonsibility, but the initial grant 
by LEAA was indispensable in demonstrating the significance of this program. 
Case Screening Project 

In 1971 an LEAA Grant enabled us to establish a screening division which re
views every case before it is filed by local police agencies 01' citizens. With approx
imately 20,000 felonies and 40,000 misdemeanors filed a year, we cannot afford 
to expend our time and resources on unpl'osecutable cases. The case screening 
project operates as the "gatekeeper" of the criminal justice system. 

Police manpower, court time, nnd prosecution are more efficiently used by 
eliminating unprosecutable cases prior to filing of charges. Through The Case 
Screening Project, experienced prosecutors are now on duty seven days a week, 
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twenty-foul' homs a day to SC1'e(ln cQ,ses and draft warrants. This is anoth\1l' ex
ample of LEAA funds which have been used to perform essential functions. 
l'iclim W~'tness Assistance Program '}. 

So often, victims [md witnesses are the forgotten people in our crimin(l.l justice 
system, yet justice hinges upon their cooperation and participation. The Victim/ 
Witn~ss Assistance Program has enabled the District Attorhey's Office to respond 
to the needs of victims and witnesses by providing a centn\l clearinghouse for all 
rcqucsts for information \,.td S€'l'vices. 

The program was initin.tcd with an LEAA Grant of approximn.tely $44,000 in 
1977 and $77,800 in 1978. We are now ttble to provide SOCial 5ervice 1'eferral for 
all victims fmd witne1lses of felony offenses fmd in some cases; transportation to 
and from the comt. The office also assists victims in recovering stolen property 
and intercedes with employers to excuse employee/witnesses from work with 
pa)r. Th€' program also contributes to efficiency of the ('ourts by keeping victims 
and witnesses informed of hearings and trial settings, thereby reducing dismissals 
and resettings due to absent complainants and witnesses. \ 

Since its inception, the staff of the Victim/"Witnes5 Progrnm has sent appl'oxi~ 
mately 35,000 letters relating to comt settings and diR])f)sitions. However, the real 
test of suocess is community acceptance. In 1977, this office conducted a 1)011 of 
fOi'mer grnnd jurors to determine their attitudes concerning the program. Of the 
300 persons who responded, over 95 % felt thnt money spent on the Victim/Witness 
Assistance Program was a worthwhile expenditure. 
Conclusion 

Federal support of local criminal justice agencies has been an indispensable ·1 
part of our effort to reduce crime. During the past seven years, the LEAA has 
granted approximately $5,000,000 to the Hal'1'is County DiRtrict Attorney's Office. 
This investment has yielded many benefits: a reduction in the number of rob-
beries due to the operntion of the 6areer Criminal Program, restitution of npprox- I 
imately $6,000,000 thl'ough the Special Crimes Project, an increase in services 
for victims and witnesses, and a more efficient use of prosecutorial resources due to 
an improved case screrning procedure. Pnrt of thE' financing for these progmms 
has bcen assumed by the county government, but federul support is still an indis-
pensable element of their continuance. 

I hope this information will prove helpful to you UR the Joint Economic Com
mittee considers development of urbnu crime policy. Your support for strong lrnv 
enforcement programs is greatly appreciated by all who are concerned about the 
increase in urban crime over the last several years. I am, of course, willing to pro
vide (l.ny information at my disposal for consideration by the Committee, or to 
discuss these matters further at your convenience. With warmest personal reg!\l'ds. 

Sincerely yours, 

o 
CAROL S. VANC},;, 

District Attorney. 
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